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• Be honest • Dont deceive, cheat or steal • Be reliable -- do what you soy you'ii do
• Have tht courage to do tre right thing •(sulld a good reputation
• Be loyal — stand by your family, Mende and country
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City BZA:
New Huck's
compatible
with area

By FtEBECCA SANTAIt'o':
7
Associated Press Wnter
IIABARI CROSSING, Kuwait ,API
A
line of heavily armored American military
vehicles, their headlights twinkling in the
pre-dawn desert, lumbered past the barbed wire
and metal gates marking the border between Iraq
and Kuwait early Thursday and rolled into histo-

K

AP Photo/ Maya Alleruzzo
U.S. Army soldiers from 2nd Battalion, 23rd
Infantry Regiment, 4th Bngade, 2nd Infantry
Division race toward the border from Iraq into
Kuwait Wednesday. The soldiers are part of
the last combat brigade to leave Iraq.

ry.
For the troops of the 4th Stryker Brgade, 2nd
Infantry Division, it was a moment of relief
fraught with symbolism but lightened by the
whoops arid cheers of soldiers one step closer to
going home. Seven years and five months after
the U.S.-led invasion, the last American combat
brigade was leaving Iraq, well ahead of PresiOent
Barack Obama's Aug. 31 deadline for ending U.S.
combat operations there
Editor:s Note: The 4th Stryker Brigade, 2nd
Infantry Division was officially designated the

II See Page 2A

Officials:
Furloughs
will disrupt
business
By TORI BERRY
Staff Writer
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Day, Memorial Day and three other days will lead to disruption in driver's licensing, transfers and other transactions concerning automobiles on the county level.
Cin:uit Court Clerk Linda Avery and County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. are saying at least part of their daily operations may
have to be shut down if the state implements the plan. Beshear
has designated Friday, Sept. 3, as one of six furlough days now
scheduled to save an estimated $24 million.
"Although local goveinment
officials are not employees of
the executive branch of government, our offices are
dependent on computer support from our respective areas
in Frankfort," Avery said. "As
a result of this shut-down, the
office of the circuit court clerk
(will be) unable to process driAvery
Coursey
ver's license services."
However Avery said the circuit clerk's office will open on Sept. 3.
"Only court-related services will be available," she said. "This
means that no driver's licenses or identification cards will be
issued on Sept. 3. Those who have licenses or IDs that will
expire oti Sept. 3 are encouraged to take care of this business
prior to."
,Coursey said all automobile transactions concerning licensing.
taxes, titles or other will be shut down.
"It's mostly going to affect the department of transportation as

hi.

70s -

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms Highs in the
lower 90s.
night...Partly
Thursday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms
Lows in the lower 70s.
Friday...Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s.
Friday night ..Mostly cloudy.
A 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Lows in the
lower 70s.
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Last U.S. combat brigade leaves Iraq

By HAWKINS -TEAGUE
The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments unani
mously votcd On Wednesday
that a planned Huck's convenience store at the northeast corner of 12th and Sycamore
streets would be compatible
with the area.
Planner I Peyton Masteta said
a convenience store would not
usually go through the more
lengthy review process of a
planned development project.
but he said the fact that the
facility would have a fryer,
three booths that would seat
four and a drive-through window meant that it met the city's
definition of a restaurant. He
said there would be eight gas
pumps under a canopy, as well
as storage space for outside for
propane tanks.
Bobby Deitz of Geotech
Engineering, which is overseeing the project, said after the
meeting
adjourned
that
entrances to the property would
be on both 12th Street and
Sycamore Street and would be
as far away from the intersection as possible. The BZA's
approval in the compatibility
hearing means the project will
next have a public hearing,
most likely next month.
Mastcra said.
The BZA also approved
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Just a Strollin'
"Strollin' Fit Mommas" instructor Cassandra Clere, right, leads Mary Pettit through an arm
warm-up exercise Wednesday, Aug. 18, while her daughter, Melrose, joins in. Clere began
the class to integrate exercise and life with a newbom.

•See Page 2A

Stroller fitness class allows
moms to exercise, network
Special to the Ledger
assandra Clere remembers the days of wanting
to incorporate an exercise routine into her life with a
newborn baby. Knowing that
wasn't easy, Clere decided to
start a fitness class that helps
moms in more than one way.
Strollin' Fit Moinmas provides a chance for moms to
enhance their fitness levels so
they can better meet the physical demands of parenting while
pushing their baby - even

C

babies - in a stroller at
Chestnut Park. No babysitters
are required and moms leave
the class with new friends who
share their season of life.
An informational meeting
will be held for interested
mothers Saturday, Sept. 11, at 9
a.m. at the pavilion on Payne
Street next to the walking path.
A short class will follow for
anyone who wants to see what
Strollin' Fit Mommas is about.
After learning about this type
of class while watching

"Today," Clere worked with
Strollercize founder Elizabeth
Trindade earlier this year to
receive her certification. The
local class began in June.
"I started Strollin' Fit as an
innovative and challenging fitness program for moms with
their goals and needs in mind,said Clere, whose once newborn Amaya is now in kindergarten. "Finding the time, energy and motivation to stay in

II See Page 2A

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
TALKING BUSINESS: Dave Gesler, an associate professor in the Department of Organizational Communication at
Murray State University, speaks to the Small Business
Academy Wednesday at the Chamber of Commerce about
communicating with customers. The class is sponsored by
the Chamber and MSU's Small Business Development
Center. See story on page 2.
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II Last U.S. combat brigade...
From Front
last tonthat brigade to leave
Iraq under Ohatna's plan to end
combat operations in Iraqi's.
Aug. 31. Associated Press writer
Rebecca Santana Joined the
troops on their final journey out
of the country.
When 18-year-old Spc. Luke
Dill first rolled into Iraq as part
of the U.S. invasion. his
Humvee was so vulnerable to
bombs that the troops lined its
floor with flak jackets.
Now 25 and a staff sergeant
after two touN of duty. he rode
out of Iraq this week in a
Stryker. an eight-wheeled behemoth encrusted with armor and
add-ons to ward off grenades
and other projectiles.
"Ifs something I'm going to
be proud of for the rest of my
life -- the fact that I came in on
the initial push and now I'm
leaving with the last of the combat units." he said.
He remembered three straight
days of mortar attacks outside
the city of Najaf in 2003, so
noisy that after the firing ended.
the silence kept him awake at
night. He recalled the night

skies tiser the northern citv
!Mosul being lit up by tracer bullets from alniost every direction.
Now. waiting for him back in
Olympia, Wash., is the "Big
Boy" HarleyDavidson he purchased froni one of the motorcycle company+ dealerships at
U.S. bases in Iraq
a vivid
illustration of how embedded
the American presence has
become since the invasion of
March 20. 2003.
That presence is far from over.
Scatterings of troops still await
departure. and some 50.000 will
stay another year in what is designated as a noncombat mle.
They will carry weapons to
defend themselves and accompany Iraqi troops on missions
(but only if asked). Special
forces will continue to help
Iraqis hunt for terrorists.
So the U.S. death toll — at
least 4,415 by Pentagon count as
of Wednesday -- may not yet be
final.
The Stryker brigade. based in
Joint Base Lewis-MXhord in
Washington state and named for
the vehicle that delivers troops
into and out of battle. has lost 34
troops in Iraq. It was at the forefront of many of the fiercest bat-

Academy focuses on customer retention
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Trust and respect are two of
the most important things needed to hold onto customers. Dave
Gesler told attendees of the
weekly
Small
Business
Academy Wednesday.
"Nobody has those things." he
said. "It's something that has to
be given to you."
Unfortunately. it takes a while
to build a person's trust and
respect and it can be pernianently lost the instant a business
owner or their employee makes
a big mistake, such as losing
their temper and yelling at a
customer. he said.
Gesler is an associate professor in Murray State University's
Departinent of Organizational
Communication and was speaking to the academy at the
Chamber of Commerce about
communicating with custonters.
The Small Business Academy is
sponsored by the Chamber and
MSU's
Small
Business
Development Center and continues each Wednesday through
Sept. 29.

Gesler said that when one has
to deal with an upset customer,
it is sometimes important to
take a step back and to calm
down before responding to a
complaint by doing something
he or she might regret. This is
also true when dealing with
employees and if you are tempted to blow up at someone. it is
always a good idea to wait until
the next morning and then
decide if you still want to. he
said.
When offering a complaint to
an employee, customer. business or anyone else. it is usually
a good idea to first tell that person what he or she is doing
right. Gesler said. As human
beings. we can be quick to judge
people who want to criticize us.
and it is usually best to soften
the blow by offering a sincere
compliment.
"It sounds like manipulation.
but it's nrit; it's called being a
smart communicator." Gesler
said.
Anyone interested in signing
up 1-or the academy may contact
the Chamber at 753-5171.

des. including operations in
eastern Baghdad and Diyala
pmvince. an epicenter of the
insurgency. during "the surge"
of ?.(X)7. It evacuated troops at
the battle of Tanniyah. an outpost where 28 out of 34 soldiers
were wounded holding off
insurgents.
-The U.S. military kept a tight
lid on secunty, restricting the
media embedded with the U.S.
tmops froin reporting on the
brigade's movements until they
were almost to the border.
-The brigade's leadership volunteered to have half of its
4010 soldiers depart overland
instead of taking the traditional
ilight out. a decision that
allowed the unit to keep 360
Strykers in the country for an
extra three weeks. The remainder of the bngade flew out with
the last of the troops slated to
leave later Thursday.
U.S. commanders say it was
the brigade's idea to drive out.
not an onier from on high. The
intent was to keep additional
firepower handy through the
"period of angst" that followed
Iraq's inconclusive March 7
election. said brigade chief, Col.
John Norris.
It took months of preparation
to move the troops and armor
acmss more than MX)kilometers
(300 miles) of desert highway
through potentially hostile territory.
The Strykers left the Baghdad
area in separate convoys over a
four-day period, traveling at
night because the U.S.-Iraq
security pact — and security
worries — limit troop rnovements by day.
Along the way, phalanxes of
American military Humvees sat
at overpasses. soldiers patrolled
the highways for roadside
bombs, and Apache attack helicopters circled overhead as the
Strykers refueled alongside the
highway.
Chief Warrant Officer 3 Gus
McKinney, a brigade intelligence officer, acknowledged
that moving the convoys overland put soldiers at risk, but said
the danger W3S less than in past.
The biggest threat was roadside bombs planted by Shiite
extremist groups who have a
strong foothold in the south,
McKinney said.
But except for camels straying
into the road, and breakdowns
that required some vehicles to
be towed, there were no incidents.

MPD cites
increased
traffic in
commun
Staff Report
Murray
Police
Department is urging caution to
drivers now that both public
school districts and Murray
State University are back in
session.
"Each year at this time, our
community sees a large
increase in traffic flow and with
that comes an increase in traffic
collisions," said Sgt. Tracy
Guge in a statement. "In an
effort to decrease collisions. the
Murray Police Department will
be strict in its traffic enforcement. Our main concern is the
safety of all students within this
community. Many young people walk to school and we are
asking citizens to take extra
care when in the areas of any
school or pedestrian crosswalk.
"We are also reminding all
citizens of the new texting and
driving law that came into
effect in July of 2010. This law
now makes it illegal to text and
drive for all drivers, but parents
need to be aware that any driver under 18 cannot utilize their
cell phone in any way while
driving. This means 16 and 17year-olds could be ticketed for
talking on their cell phones
while driving. We hope this
school year will be a safe year
for all our drivers."

Land Between
the Lakes holds
off on bum ban
GOLDEN POND, Ky.
(AP) — The U.S. Forest
Service is holding off on
banning campfires in the
Land Between the Lakes
after recent rainfall, but
campers are being urged to
use extra caution with
campfires.
Forest Service spokeswoman Kathryn Harper told
The Paducah Sun that if fire
risks return before more
rainfall, campfire restrictions could be imposed on
the recreation area in western
Kentucky
and
Tennessee
Nine western Kentucky'
counties have enacted bans
on burning in an effort to
head off wildfires in grassy
and
brushy
areas.
McCracken.
Marshall.
Ballard,
Livingston.
Carlisle, Fulton. Hickman.
Lyon and Crittenden counties have ordered bans.
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Hey arnigos, we opened a new restaurant
located at 1100 Chestnw St. and we'd
like to invite you to join us for:

In Huck's...
From Front
Kelsey Sykes to open it secondhand store at 1415 Main St.,
which is in a B- I zoning district.
They voted 5-2 to deny an
appeal of a decision by the
Planning Department for the
construction of a 12-by-32-foot
building at 507 South Cherry St.
The appeal was requested by
Pa- Lamin and Dons Clark-Sarr.
who planned to use the building
for office space for their
Internet-based travel business.

Pa-Larnin said the extra space
had become necessary because
his sister aad recently moved in
and added that customer+ do not
come to the house, so it would
not generate extra traffic in the
neighborhood Whil: membei+
said a permit might have 1,, granted for the building al, ,
those who voted against it said
they didn't feel they
approve it knowing it v.,,
specifically for a business

II Stroller class...
From Front
shape and manage weight goals
in a mom's hectic world is a
challenge."
Currently, the class meets at
9:30
a.m.
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at
Chestnut Park. If there's enough
interest. Clere wants to start
evening classes.
Moms have the option of participating two or three times a
week for a $25 or $38 monthly
fee, respectively. There is a onetime $20 material fee. Classes
last 45-60 minutes. Participants
should bring an exercise mat or
towel as well as water to stay
hydrated.
"I hope that mothers taking
my class will leave knowing
they have a support system of
other moms," Clere said.
The class incorporates a fullbody workout while the stroller
becomes a portable fitness
machine. In addition to making

new friends, the class can help
women
with
post-parturn
depression find relief.
"All of the moms have connected in ways other than exercising. That was my main goal
when starting this class," Clere
said. "I also love seeing moms
making a healthy lifestyle
changes for themselves as well
as their families."
Julie Schroeder brings her 16month-old daughter. Evelyn. to
Strollin' Fit Mommas.
"I joined the class because I
liked the idea of being able to
workout while spending time
with Evelyn," Schnieder said. "I
also liked the idea of having
cla.ss outdoors as opposed to
inside a gym. Plus. the price was
right."
Moms interested in registering
or learning more about Strollin'
Fit Mommas can contact
Cassandra Clere at cassandraclere@live.com.

II Furloughs...
ers, probation and parole personnel.
far as my office is concerned,"
Coursey said he hopes state
Coursey said. "You cannot
renew a car. you cannot transfer government will consider a
a car, you cannot collect taxes. I "rolling furlough" that will
can't even look at a car record to allow most employees a day off
do anything like that."
while leaving a skeleton crew to
Six of Coursey's full-time remain on the job. The move
deputies are dedicated to con- would keep state offices
and
ducting automotive licensing
computers on-line allowing
regulations.
"Basically it's going to shut counties to continue to do busidown over half of iny office." ness while also cutting costs.
According to reports, state
Coursey said. "Right now, I'm
considering what I can do as far agencies will be directed to
as keeping the deed roont arrange for workers to take three
open."
additional furlough days off in
To avoid problems concernOctober, March and June during
ing automotive transactions.
the 2010-2011 fiscal year: howCoursey encourages those that
may be planning on conducting ever they will be implemented
business during that day do so on staggered schedules so the
earlier or later.
agencies remain open. The
Both Avery and Coursey say move will reportedly' save about
they will be posting notices on 413 state employees from losing
doors leading to their offices to
their jobs.
notify the public about the shutFor more information condown if implemented. Other
offices to be affected by the fur- cerning the shut-down at county
loughs include Commonwealth offices, contact the circuit clerk
Attorney Mark Blankenship's at 753-2714 or the county clerk
office as well as public dafend- at 753-3923.

From Front
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Otto Glen Hamer
Funer.il ei‘ ices tor Otto Glen Hamer, 91. of Mitchell, Ind., will

be Friday. Aug. 20. 2010. at 1 p.m. at Memorial Chapel
of C hastain
Funeral Home with the Rev. Glenn Hamer officiating. Bunal will be in Hamer Cemetery with military honors accorded by Cecil C. Martin, American
Legion Post No. 250 and Marvin R. Veterans of
Foreign Wars Post No. 9107. Mitchell Masonic
Lodge No. 228 F&AM will conduct a memonal
service at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 19, at the
funeral home.
Friends may call from 6-8 p.m. Thursday, Aug.
IC, and from !I a.m. until the time of service on
Friday. at the funeral home.
Hamer
Hamer died Tuesday, Aug. 17, 2010. at 5:15 a.m.
at Westview Nursing and Rehabilitation Center.
Born June II, 1919, in Princeton. Ind.. he wa.s the
son of Otto George and Bessie LaNell (Gilley)
Flamer. He married Loetta Myrtle Long on Feb. 18.
1940.
He was a retired special inspect., for the New York Central
Railroad and was a mechanic. He was also a member of Elm Grove
Baptist Church in Murray. Masonic Lodge No. 231. He was also a
Navy veteran of WW1!.
Hamer was preceded in death by his brothers. Charles and
Donald Hamer; and a daughter, Bal-bara Jean Clark.
He is survived by his wife; a son, Glenn Hamer and his wife.
Linda. of Mitchell. ind.; a son-in-law, Barry Clark; four grandchildren; two step-grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren: and four
step-great-grandchildren.
Memorial donations may be made to Woodville Baptist Church.
Condolences can be left at www.chastainfuneralhome.com.
•••••••••
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Mary Agnes Iliossfeid
A funeral mass for Mary Agnes Blossfeld, 79. of Benton, was
held Thursday:, Aug. 19, 2010. at 10:30 a.m. at St. Henry's Catholic:
Church in Aurora, Ky. Fr. Babu Kulaihumkal officiated and bunal
followed in the St. Henry's Cemetery in Aurora.
Blossfeld. 79. of Benton, died Tuesday, Aug. !7, 2010. at 4:45
a.m. at Spnng Creek Health Care in Murray.
Born in Iowa City, Iowa, she raised eight children in Elmhurst.
III. and eventually retired to Kentucky with her husband, Bill. She
was a homemaker, a graduate of Columbia College, and a member
of the St. Henry's Catholic Church in Aumra.
Blossfeld was preceded in death by her father. Donald Topping.
and her mother, Lourdes(Berry) Topping.
She is survived by her husband of 56 years, William Blossfeld of
Benton; five daughters, Katherine Agliata of Potomac. Md., Betsy
Bartholomew of Saint Louis, Mo.. Mary Claire Clark of Cleveland,
Ohio.. Margaret Detyens of Richmond. Va., and Kelly Hecht of
Geneva, Ill; three sons, William Blossfeld. Jr. of Fort Atkinson, Wis.,
Donald T. Blossfeld of Charlotte, NC.. Richard G. Blossfeld of
Greensboro, N.C.: and 22 grandchildren.
Memonal contributions may be made to: St. Henry's Catholic
Church, 16097 U.S. Hwy 68 East, Hardin, KY. 42048.
Arrangements were handled by Collier Funeral Home in Benton.

Lamy Doyle 'Ramie' Puckett
A memonal service for Larry Doyle "Romie" Puckett, 89, of
Murray, will be Friday. Aug. 20, 2010, at 11 a.m. with
the Rev. Richard Burkcen officiating. Visitation will
be Fnday, Aug. 20, from 9-11 a.m.
Puckett died Wednesday, Aug. 18, 2010, at Spring
Creek Health Care
Boni Sept. 15. 1920. in Dexter, Ky., Puckett was a
lifelong member of the Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church. He
was an Arrny veteran, serving as a staff sergeant with the 355 Corps
of Engineers dunng World War II.
Puckett was preceded in death by his parents, Essie Cline Puckett
and Mary Etta Coursey Puckett; and a brother, Bobby Lee Puckett.
Survivors include his wife. Faye Elkins Puckett. to whom he was
married on March 16. 1947; a daughter, Lynn Puckett of Murray;
and a brother, James Davis Puckett of New Piovidence.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to:
Larry Puckett Memorial, 311 N. 4th St. Murray, KY. 42071.
Online Condolences can be left at www.imesmillercom.

Lubie Lee Veal
Lubie Lee Veal, 86, of Murray. died Thursday, Aug. 19, 2010, at
1:14 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at 1.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Ola Parrish
Ola Parrish. 65, of New Concord. died Tuesday, Aug. 17, 2010,
at 8:20 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

CIA moves to combat nukes, WMDs

WASHINGTON(AP)-The
CIA is opening a counterproliferation center to combat the
spread of dangerous weapons
and technology, a move that
comes as Iran is on the verge of
fueling up a new nuclear power
plant.
CIA Director Leon Panetta
said Wednesday that the new
unit would place CIA operators
side by side with the agency's
analysts to brainstorm plans to
"confront the threat of vveapons
of mass destruction - nuclear,
chemical and biological."
The center would formalize
the collaboration between the
agency's analysts and operators,
a close working relationship that
CIA spokesman George Little
said already has yielded intelligence successes.
Little cited their work in last
year's revelation of the "discovery of the Syrian covert nuclear
reactor and I:an's undeclared
uranium enrichment facility
near Qom."
That Iranian city is the ideological center of Iran's Shiite
rulers.
Paul Bninnan, a senior analyst at the Institute for Science
and International Security. said
another CIA success was the

slowing down of Iran's nuclear
centrifuge operations :it Natanz.
The agency.. he said, sneaked
"faulty parts into Iran's nuclear
supply chain."
That operation, Brannan said,
"is an example of where you'd
need both analysts to tell you
what type of parts would Iran
need that you could inject, and
the operations side to work with
trading companies to try to get
the parts in there."
The CIA's new center goes
into effect just as Iran's Bushehr
power plant gets sicx:ked with
fuel rods provided by Russia
Uranium fuel will be loaded into
the Bushehr reactor on Saturday,
beginning r. process that will last
about a month and end with the
reactor sendiag electricity to
Iranian cities, Russian and
Iranian officials said.
Brannan said the Bushehr site
is not a proliferation threat since
Iran does not have the ability to
reprocess the spent fuel into
nuclear weapons-grade material.
But that site will be watched
closely not only by the CIA but
by other elements of the intelligence community. The overall
effort is led by the National
Counterproliferation
Center.
which is under the Office of the

Tenn. rain washes away
a home, wrecks a train
NASHVILLE,'Tenn.(AP)Deluged Tennessee saw more
rain early this morning a day
after flooding swept away a
home. trapped drivers in their
vehicles and derailed a train.
And forecasters were expecting more heavy showers to fall
over the Southeast.
The downpours that began
Wednesday hit some of the same
parts of Middle Tennessee that
were inundated with severe
flooding in May. but forecasters
don't foresee it wreaking the
same kind of havoc. Portions of
Middle and East Tennessee as
welt as areas of southern
Kentucky and western North
Carolina and Virginia have been
under flash flood warnings or
watches.
A round of heavy rain set off
fresh flash flooding just northeast
of
Nashville
early
Thursday.
National Weather Service
forecaster John Cohen near
Nashville said 4 to 6 inches of
rain deluged an area along the
Sumner County-Wilson County
line, beginning around 10 p.m.
Wednesday and lasting about
five hours.
"Areas
northeast
(of
Nashville) really got hit hard,"
Cohen said.
"There were a few water rescues in the Mt. Juliet area and a
number of roads were closed in
Gallatin." Cohen said.
The system had weakened
considerably and moved eastward by sunrise.
Much of the damage in
Tennessee on Wednesday was in
Putnam County, where a home
floated off its foundation and a
train carrying sand derailed

when the tracks were washed
away. Roads were washed out
and some minor bridges were
affected. but no injuries or
deaths were reported, Tennessee
Emergency
Management
Agency spokesman Jeremy
Heidt said.
Officials were awaiting sunrise on Thursday to reassess the
flooding.
"We'll see what daylight
brings, but hopefully we'll be
OK," Heidt said early Thursday.
No fatalities or injuries had
been reported to state officials,
he said.
The
National
Weather
Service declared a flash flood
watch for all of eastern
Tennessee for Fnday, including
the cities of Chattanooga.
Knoxville and Johnson City.
TAvo to four inches of additional rain were possible from
early morning until nearly' noon.
In Macon County. Sheriff
Mark Gammons said emergency
officials evacuated about 50
nursing home residents on
Wednesday from a facility near
a rising creek as a precaution.
The remnants of Tropical
Depression 5 were interacting
with a weak front over the
region, creating waves of moderate to heavy rainfall, but officials did not expect the kind of
massive flooding that hit
Nashville on May 1.
"It's kind of similar. but moving through at a much quicker
pace, which will keep the rainfall arnounts well below what
we saw in May," said James
LaRosa, a hydrologist with the
National Vv'eather Service in
Nashville.

ATHENS. Ga. (AP) Thanks a lot. Mom.
Police seeking a man accused
of breaking into an elementary
school say they identified the
suspect by calling "Ma" from
the contact list of a cell phone he
dropped as he fled.
A police report says officers
responding to an alarm at an elementary' school in Athens in
northeast Georgia arrived in
time Monday to see a man running through the cafeteria and

out the back door.
Police failed to catch the
man, but say he dropped his cell
phone as he ran.
According to the report, officers picked up the phone.
searched the contact list and
called a number marked "Ma."
They say a woman who
answered gave them her son's
name.
The suspect wasn't immediately identified.

'Hillside strangler'
Bianci denied parole Polic
e catch burglar
by calling his 'Ma'
LOS ANGELES (AP)- A
man who was convicted in the
so-called Hillside Strangler
killings that terrorized Los
Angeles in the 1970s has lost his
latest bid for parole.
Los Angeles County district
attorney's office spokeswoman
Sandi Gibbons says Kenneth
Bianchi was denied parole
Wednesday by a state board in
Sacramento. He will be eligible

Pit bull just
doing its job
BREMERTON. Wash. (AP)
- Police in the Washington
state city of Bremerton say a pit
bull reported as a menacing dog
was just protecting its owner
who had suffered a heart attack
and died on a sidewalk while the
two were out walking.
A detective says the 51-yearold Bremerton woman collapsed
late Tuesday. The dog was loose
once she fell and was being
"protectively aggressive"- not
letting neighbors help its owner.
No one was bitten.
A policeman flagged down to
deal with the dog saw the
woman lying on the sidewalk.
He shot the dog with a stun gun.
then he and a neighbor perMrmed CPR until a rescue crew
arrived and also tned unsuccessfully to revive the woman.

to apply for parole again in 15
years
Bianchi and his cousin
Angelo Buono Jr. were accused
of kidnapping, raping. torturing
and killing 10 girls and young
women in 1977 and 1978.
Bianchi pleaded guilty to five
of the murders. He's serving a
life sentence at the Walla Walla
State Penitentiary in southeastern Washington state for the
killings of two Bellingham
women.
Buono was convicted of nine
killings and died in a California
prison in 2002.
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Director
ot
National
Intelligence.
One senior intelligence official said that when the Bushehr
plant goes operational. analysts
at all the agencies will examine
data such as radar and satellite
images of the site separately,
and then may share their observations over secure top-secret
systems_ The official spoke on
condition of anonymity to discuss the sensitive issue of overlapping intelligence responsibilities.
They'll be watching for

Medicare drug plan
benefits improve
WASHINGTON (AP) -Seniors will see a modest
increase in their Medicare prescription premiums next year
but benefits will also improve,
federal health officials said
Wednesday.
The average monthly premium charged by Medicare drug
plans for standard coverage will
rise to an estimated $30 in 2011.
an increase of $1 over 2010. or
about 3 percent, said Medicare
administrator Don Berwick.
But since Medicare drug
plans vary widely in coverage
and costs, consumer advocates
cautioned that seniors need to
check their particular plan to
avoid unpleasant surprises that
may not be revealed in a such a
broad estimate of average premiums. Nonetheless. seniors
with high drug costs can look
forward
to a
noticeable
improvement next year. That's
because the new health care law
will begin to close the coverage
gap known as the doughnut
hole. Medicate recipients in the
gap will get a 50 percent discount on brand name drugs. and
7 percent off on generics. The
discounts
will
gradually
increase until the gap finally
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closes in 2020.
"These very modest increases
in premiums, along with the new
discounts...are going to make
medications more affordable to
Medicare beneficiaries." said
Berwick.
About 27 million beneficiaries are signed up for the prescription benefit. delivered
through pnvate insurance companies. The premium estimate
released by Medicare on
Wednesday represents only the
broadest measure of pocketbook
impact. In practice, Medicare
prescription plans vary widel).
in costs and benefits. Standard
coverage that Medicare's premium estimates are based on
remains
the
exception
Consumer advocates recommend that seniors and family
members use Medicare's online
plan finder to see which insurer
provides the best deal for an
individual's medications.
"It's always good news when
premiums don't go up by leaps
and bounds. but seniors in some
of the most popular plans may,
see higher premiums," said
Tncia
Neuman, the
top
Medicare expert at the Kaiser
Family Foundation.
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(flings like a heat signature on
radar images. Brannan said
They will also be tracking, as
much as they can from imagery.
vapor leaving the cooling towers, which would indicate
Bushehr is "hot," the intelligence oflicial said, or whether
the Iranians "are trying to siphon
anything off" the reactor to any
of their other facilities.
The Iranians have been
known to go to elaborate lengths
to obscure their iictions from
view.
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Murray Art Guild calls Cinema International kicks
for photo exhibit entries off tonight with `District 9'

Photo presided

Alonzo Pennington (pictured) is one of the featured acts at the
Hot Auguest Blues Festival. which will be held next week at
Kenlake State Resort Park

21st Hot August
Blues Festival to be
held next weekend
Special to the Ledger
AURORA. Ky. - The Hot August Blues Festival held at the
Kenlake State Resort Park Amphitheater kicks off on Fnday, Aug.
27 at 6 p.m. with gates opening at 2 p.m. The Alonzo Pennington
Band will Ile opening the festival this year. Cadiz band The Library
frit) performs ai the event this y.,ear as well.
Tickets are available online and at other locations in the area.
Complete ticket and schedule information is available at
Ve' W.hotaugustblueslestival.com.
Debbie Howard of Hands-On Promotions took over the festival
in 2(K)7. She stated that "if you've never been to Hot August Blues
then you have no idea what a good time you are missing! We have
a fantastic schedule this year with both regional and national touring
artists. Our goal each year is to build on the festival and this year we
are thrilled with how things have come together. We encourage
everyone to come enjoy the event with us and we thank everyone for
their continued support of Hot August Blues."

Special to the Ledger
The Murray. Art Guild is
accepting for the third annual
photography
exhibition.
"Pmofs." This is an opportunity
for local and regional artists:
photographers of all ages are
invited to enter recent photographic works of art for a chance
to win one of nine awards.
Alison Hahn, V'rofessor and
Head
of
Digital
Photography/Imaging
at
Westem Kentucky Conurunity
and Technical College, will be
the Juror for this year's exhibition which will take place at the

Rebecca Braboy
beautiful Robert 0 Miller MSU
Public Relations
Conference Center in downtown
Murray State University's Cinema International program starts
Murray.
off the Fall 2010 semester with "District 9." a 2009 film from South
The deadline to enter digital Afnca. The film
is in English, is rated R and will be shown Aug. 19images via CD of your work is ,
Aug. 23 by 3 p.m. to the Guild
"District 9" deals with the age-old question: "What to do with the
office at 500 North 4th Street. aliens?" In this film,
an alien spaceship has run out of fuel above
The full prospectus with Johannesburg, South Africa.
The South African people decide the
Guidelines and other important best way to deal with the situation is to set
up a refugee camp in
dates can be found on our web- South Africa's Distnct 9. This refugee camp tumed prison camp
site: www.murrayartguild.org. sparks interest from a multinational corporation that believes they
For more information, please can turn a profit by simply understanding how the aliens' weaponry
contact the office by phone at works. but alas, activation of the weaponry requires alien DNA.
753-4059, by email at murra- Unfortunately for fieid representative Wilkus van der Menve, his
yartguild@murray-ky.net or on recent DNA change turns him into the most hunted.
Facebook.
The film stars Sharlto Copley, Jason Cope, David James and
Vanessa Haywood. It was nominated for four Academy Awards,
including Best Picture, Best Adapted Screenplay, Best Editing and
Best Visual Effects.
Students, faculty, staff and community members are invited to all
Cinema International films. There is no charge for admission. Films
begin at 7:30 p.m. nightly in the Curris Center Theater.

Black Patch War featured
at Princeton's Adsmore

Special to the Ledger
PRINCETON, Ky. - The story of the farmer's rebellion that
came to be known as the "Black Patch War" is told at Adsmore Aug.
10-Sept. 26.
As a pall of smoke hangs over the city from the buming
Stegar/Dollar and Orr tobacco warehouses, Robert Garrett and his
father-in-law, John Parker Smith, are meeting with other community business leaders. The Black Patch Tobacco War of western
Kentucky. and Tennessee. one of the largest civil uprisings after the
War Between the States. has begun. Visit Adsmore and relive this
exciting chapter of our history when the fartrers fought the monopolistic activities of the "Duke Trust."
The Smith-Garrett home, a stately circa 1857 Greek Revival
house restored to its late Victorian grandeur, is furnished with the
family's personal belongings. Antique American fumiture fine
china and crystal, rich textiles. clocks and detailed settings .iwait
your visit. The house and Carriage Shop are located at 304 North
Jefferson Street. Hours are 'Tuesday through Saturday 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Sunday from 1:30-4 p.m. Also on the grounds is the log
Ratliff Gun Shop where the story of Princeton's first gunsmith is
told. Call(270) 365-3114 or e-mail adsrnore@ vci.net for additional
information and special group rates.

'Listen Up!' TV legend
White has 2-book deal
NEW YORK (AP) — 'The
next stage in Betty White's everrising career: b•ooks.
The 88-year-old actress has a
two-book deal with G.P.
Putnam's Sons, starting in 2011
with ''Listen Up!"
The
publisher
said
Wednesday that the book will
include what White has learned
over "her incredibly varied,
decades-long
career
in

Hollywood." Subjects will
include life, love, sex and
celebrity.
White, known for such sitcoms as "The Mary Tyler
Moore Show" and "Golden
Girls," this year became the oldest person to host "Saturday
Night Live." She's starring in
the new TV Land original sitcom,"Hot in Cleveland."

CALLOWAY COUNTY FAVORITES
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Favorite Clothing Store

Favorite Nlexican Restaurant

Favorite Broker/lnves. tment Firm

f-avorite Paving Service

Favorite Pbotography Studio

Favorite Asian Restaurant

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Jewelry Store

Ea.ortte BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Car Wash
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Favorite Pest Control Service

Favourite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Florist
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Favorite Place To Get A Burger
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All diplOrriacy aside, everyone hos their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming 'Readers'
Choice 2010" section, -we're asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, we want to know who
your favorites are! To add y_our votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below ond send it to us before Fri., Sept. 3rd at 5 p.m.
TO THANK YOU Fort YOUR PARTICIPATION, YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTERED INTO A
RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.
Favorite Place to Get Catfish
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Favorite Optoinetrist
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Favorite Oil Change Servke
Favorite Cable Provider

Favorite Place To Get A Milkshake

Fa.orite Landscaping/Lawn Service

Favorite Golf Course

Favorite Drug Store

Fa% orite Place To Eat Buffet

Favorite Attorney

Favorite Hair Salon
Favorite Fitness Center
Favorite Barber Shop
Favorite Framing Store
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Favorite Carpet Store
Favorite Tanning Salon
Favorite Orthodontist
Favorite Physical Therapist
Favorite Place To Get Home Cooking
01/

Favorite After 5 Hangout

F

orite Coffee House

.
F at(Inn Restaurant

Favorite Place To Get Pizza

Favorite Lunch Spot

Fa.orin (;rocery Store

Favorite Bank
Favorite Family Practitioner

Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Day Care

Favorite Heating & Cooling Service

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Plumbing Service

Favorite Bank Teller
Male .nt luck nom of Rank
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Favorite Real Estate Agency
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Favorite Consignment Shop

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Thrift Store

Favorite Radio Personality

Favorite Insurance Agency

Favorite Senior Living tornmunits
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Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Gas Station

Favorite Ladies Clothing Store

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED. Photo copies of balI lots will nOt be accepted. Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local
s favorites in our special "Best of Calloway County Readers' Choice 2010" section published
a in October. Mail ballot to or drop off at:
Name
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CONTEST RUES:
1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible
2. Entries must be received
by this newspaper before 5 p.m on Fri. Sept 3rd. 3 Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing.
Decision of newspaper is
final 4. At least 10 categories must be filled in for your ballot to b• valid and counted. 5. All entries should
contain the name of a business unless otherwise specified. 6. Entries must include full name & phone number to be valid & counted.
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Youth center begins after school program
Main Street Youth Center has geared up the after school program.
They will be open Monday through Wednesday from 2:30-5:30 p.m.
for ages 7 and up. This non-profit Christian orgimization is supported by the community' and provides free after school tutoring and
snacks. Ask your school about transportation. For more information.
call the center at 753-8336.

CCASAP to hold meetings Friday
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention will
meet Friday, Aug. 20. I p.m. at the Murray Calloway County Transit
Authority. Following the meeting at 2 p.m. will be a Clean Air
Murray meeting to discuss the next steps towards d smoke-free ordinance. All those interested in reducing substance abuse or creating
a healthy clean-air environment are welcome to attend.

Fire-Rescue annual fundraiser
Calloway County Fire-Rescue will be conducting its annual
fundraiser in the form of a mailer to county residents starting this
week. The mailer constitutes the only fundraiser the squad conducts. It asks for donations for the rescue division which is not supported by tax revenue, and is funded solely on a donation basis. All
residents will receive a flyer in the mail and are asked to take time
to read it and contribute as they can. Questions can be directed to the
mail station at 101 East Sycamore St., or by phone at 7534112.

Auto Club to hold meeting
The Twin Lakes Region Antique Automobile Club of America will
hold its monthly dinner meeting at Majestic Steak House,
Draffenville, on Thursday, Aug. 19, at 6 p.ni. The club is open to
anyone with an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are always
welcome. For more information, contact Howard Brandon at 7534389, or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

CCHS Laker Band to hold car wash
The Calloway County High School Laker Band will hold its fall
Car Wash-A-Thon Saturday. Aug. 21, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade and Rite-Aid F'harmacy.

MCC Special Olympics to hold event
The Murray-Calloway' County Special Olympics delegation will
hold its fall bowling registration and cookout at 5:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Aug. 19, at Murray Central Park's Courthouse Pavilion.
All athletes, volunteers and new athletes are encouraged to attend.
For more information, call Laura Miller at(270) 293-9(154.

Fun Day to be held Saturday
Quilt Lovers of Murray announced Fun Day for August will be on
Machine Trapunto. It will be Saturday, Aug. 21, in the Community
Room of the Calloway County Public Library and will start at 9:30
a.m.

Holsten and Mathis

Johnson and Ford

Donna Holsten of Aurora, announces the engagement of her
daughter, Kristi Holsten to David Mathis, son of Marbeth Mathis of
Murray.
Miss Flolsten is the granddaughter of Lester and Freda Haake of
Lincoln, Neb. and Emil anti Hilda Hosten of Concordia. Mo. She is
a 1989 graduate of St. Louis Community College and is employed
by Internal Medicine Group.
Mr. Mathis is the grandson of Louie and Euna York of Marshall
County and Toy Ray and Tennie Mathis of Marshall County. He is
a 1984 graduate of Murray State University and is currently working toward his Master's degree.
The wedding will take place at 3:30 p.m., Oct. 2, 2010. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church in Murray.

Alison Johnson and Alex Ford announce their engagement and
upcoming marriage.
Dr. Johnson is the daughter of Randy Johnson of Wingo and the
late Kena Johnson. She is the granddaughter of Dorothy Johnson of
Pilot Oak and the late Bob Johnson and Lillian Snuggs of Dukedom,
Tenn. and the late Jerry Hall. The bride-elect is a graduate of Graves
County High School. University of Tennessee at Martin, and
University of Kentucky College of Medicine. She is employed by
Murray Medical Associates as a family medicine physician.
Mr. Ford is the son of Pam Calhoun of Hopkinsville and the late
Loyd Ford, Jr. He is the grandson of Naomi Cowherd of
Hopkinsville and the late Emest Calhoun and the late Loyd Ford Sr.
and Norma Ford. The groom-elect is a graduate of Christian County
High School, Hopkinsville Community College and Murray State
University with a degree in civil engineering. He is self-employed
as a rental property owner/manager.
The couple will have a private wedding ceremony at Coles
Campground Church in Murray. Invitations are being sent. All
friends and relatives are invited to a reception at Murray Country
Club on Oct. 2, 2010, at 6 p.m.

Scout picnic to be held at camp
Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts and Crews All United Picnic will be held
Saturday, Aug. 21, at Roy C. Manchester from I I a.m. to 2 p.m.
There will be games, uniform sales, hiking and loads of fun for
everyone. Picnic sholld be brought by individual units.
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Cheerleading Clinic to be held Saturday
Little Laker Cheerleading Clinic will be held at the Calloway
County High School Gym. Saturday, Aug. 21, from 9 a.m. to noon.
The clinic is for kids, kindergarten through 5th grade. Every child
who participates in the cheer clinic will receive a t-shirt and will
have a chance to cheer with the high school cheerleaders during the
first or second quarter of the Calloway/Murray High Football game
at Murray State Stadium, Friday. Aug. 27. On the day of the camp
children should wear t-shirit. shorts, tennis shoes and socks. Checks
can be made out to CCHS Cheerleaders.

•

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday: from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Revival being held at Bethel Methodist
Bethel Methodist Chuich will hold revival services at 7 p.m.
nightly from Aug. 22-24. There will be a meal at 6 p.rn. on Sunday.
Aug. 22. The church is located on U.S. Highway 1483, or Bethel
Road, off either U.S. Highway 94E or U.S. Highway. 80. The Rev.
Robert McKinney will be speaking. There will also be special
music. All are welcome to attend.

Combined service at FUMC
First United Methodist Church will celebrate Christian Education
Sunday on Aug. 22. They will gather in one service to celebrate their
growth in Christ through various listening and learning opportunities, such as Sunday School and Bible studies. In this worship service they will give Bibles to defined age groups, recognize their
teachers and classes, and invite all members and constituents to a
journey of spiritual growth and renewal. The music ministry will be
provided by both the Praise Team and Chancel Choir.

Hazel Celebration Pageant to be held
Mr. and Mrs. Hazel Celebration Pageant will be held Saturday.
Sept. 25, at 7 p.m. at Flazel Baptist Church Family Life Center. The
theme is Western and the pageant is open to girls, ages 0-14 years,
and boys, ages 0-35 months. There is also a photogenic contest at $5
per photo. For more information contact Michelle Sharp at 2936264.

er va,
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SBDM council meeting to be held
Families and friends with ties to Old Salem Cemetery are invited
to join the Wilson's, Boggess's, Farris's and Dick's at Sirloin
Stockade of Murray, 11:30 a.m., Saturday, Aug. 21.

iii.e
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Photo provided

Julie Stone, pictured with her triplet daughters. spoke with
New Beginnings Support Group.

New Beginnings Support
Group to meet Saturday
Julie Stone recently. spoke to
New Beginnings Support Group
and. along with her daughters:
Raegan, Cecile and Mallory,
presented an inspirational musical prograin. The young triplet
ladies are sixth graders at
Murray Middle School. Julie
and her husband. Tim, live in
Murray with their family where
Julie is the Coordinator of
Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center.
The

keynote

speaker

for

NBSG on Saturday, Aug. 21,
will be Det. Tye Jackson with
the Pennyrile Narcotics Task
Force.
The potluck meal begins at
6:30 p.m., with the speaker presenting at 7 p.m. The public is
invited to attend. Convenient
parking is in the rear of the
church.
For more information regarding this event or for transporation. contact Linda or Ron
Wright at 753-0156.

& &Rh
HWY.641 N. • N1URRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Customer Appreciation Da)s

20% OFF 4
ALL TREES & SHRUBS
Cash & Carry Only'

50% OFF
Giffwere Mina:ice

Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Closed Sunday
N.„....

[-ANY PHOTO THATHAS BEEN
SUBMITTED AND
PRINTED CAN BE
PICKED UP

CUSTOM FRAMING
• Prints • Shadowbox
• Needlepoint • Cross Stitch
• Canvas
-The —

GALLERY
"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing 301 North 12th Street • Murray, KY •(270) 759-1019

"Taste of Greece"
Saturday, August 21st • 6:00 p.m.
Appetizer Sampler: Keftethis (Greek Meatballs), Spanikopita, Goat Cheese with
Olives, Lemon &'Thyme and Rosemary Flatbread Avgolemono (Lemon Soup);
Village Salad; Chicken Spankak, with Braised Eggplant, Baklava with Spiced
Fresh Orange & Honey Sorbet
Reservations required call 492-6284 or go online at magnoliatearoom.net.

.306 Gilbert Street • Hazel, Kentucky

270-492-6284
www.tnagnoliatearoom.net • Firs: Tues.-Sat. 11 am-4

pm
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for
Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-7'27
060
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Help Wanted
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The Murray IKentu.kyi Independent School District
Finance Corporation. will until 1,00 PM.. EDST
on August 26, 2010. receive in the office of the
Kentucky. School Facilities Construction
Commission. Sone 102, 229 W Main Street.
Frankfort. Kentucky 40601, competitive bids for its
$3.12&5.000 School Bonding Refunding Revenue
Bonds. Senes of 2010, dated as of delivery.
ISeptember lb, 2010 matunng March 1. 2011 and
on September I. '2011 through 2021 Specific infor.
minion and required Official Bid Form available In
POS pos
com from J.2 B Hilliard, W L
Lyons. LLC BQ

GET THIS IX1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 7534916
ATTN:
Tobacco
Farmers. Sawdust and
wood chips available.
270-978-1942
KINDERMUSIKRegister now for Fall
classes. Classes available for ages Newbom5-years old. Register
try calling (270)7533763 or (270)978-1960
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
tha first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times win be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
ba made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Althcugh
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

HIRING mower/trimmer/hedge-trimmer.
Must have valid DL,
clean driving record.
own vehicle, and references. PT. Must have
positive attitude. be
able to pass periodic
drug
testing,
be
dependable.
hardworking, tnendly. Start
pay for experienced
workers. minimum $11$12 hr. No expanence
start at $8-$10 hr.
Regular raises based
on attitude and performance. Perfect for
college students. Call
(270) 293-8C:23 and
leave info and work history.
INSURANCE
billing
clerk for medical office.
Experience required.
Send resume' with references to P.O. Box
1040 D
LeAetN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS. Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call 1270-437-4531.
LOCAL childcare facility is looking for a fulltime teacher, exp. preferred. Call 753-2077

PECO
Ar.ceFstinq
. ro6umes,
. .

.
sales esiredise •
,o1flier pOsitioriS

to. •
- RO Sax 363
.
Murrais KY
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

2 Mechanics Wanted
Must have own tools,
Apply in person at
Holland Auto Repair
407 S 4th St Murray

DISCLAIMER
When a.cessing
'help wanted': section
on our classified.
webpage at
munayledger cont.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website. not all listir.g.
on the Jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Pkase call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listing. Thank you
WINDOW
Cleaning
Technician wanted. 5913 per hr. Will train.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1521 Murray, KY
42071 or fax to 7537264 Apply online at
www.sonlightwindowcleaning.com

42071
PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open. Class begins on
Sept
11,
2010
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks Allowing you to
keep your present Job,
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most Dental Assistants
nave evenings. weekends and holidays off.
Information
and
Registration
forms
available
at
www.bohledentatcom
or call our office 270442-0256. Financing
available. Enrollment
limited,
Sirloin Stockade Now
Hiring,
Full Tare
Bakery Prep Cutter
Experience preferred
Apply in person

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications tor State Regstered Nursing
Assistants_We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton.
KY 42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOEJAAE

AFFORDABLE CHILD
CARE. ANY DAY, ANY
TIME. 270-873-2029.
Christian Childcare
Center now enroiling
ages
1-5
years.
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach. Fulltime rate is $110/wk.
Part-time
rate
is
$23/day with a 2 day
minimum
270-7671177
DEPENDABLE
ar,d
honest single Mom
needs work! Will do
nouse cleaning, windows, yard work, run
errands, sit with ill or
elderly. house sn. walk
your dog. etc. Have references. 270-873-2051
or 270-227-7537.
KY Registered Child
Care Provider has
openings for children
ages 6 months to 5
years
Reasonable
Rates, Call 270-2930374
OFFICE and house
cleaning. references
available_
270-2273049.
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502
WILL clean houses
or offices
Reasonable rates.
270-978-2194

L___
MDM COMPUTERS
Service, Sates
RepairsAlpgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S
Murray
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refngerator. electric & gas
healer, storm windows.
753-4109
WOULD like to "rent-tobuy 3 BR house with 5
to 10 acres 1 -937-5702920.
150

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS for sale at
Tends-N -Treasures &
Heart of Hazel. Dr. Jee
Fuhrmann, owner,
appraises &
buys
coins. 270-753-4161
REMINGTON 710
7 MM Mag, 3x9 scope
& sling, like new. $325
20 GA single shotgun.
like new, $125.
Reloading dies for .222
& .223 $18 per set
Browning compound
bow. case & accessories, new strings.
$135.
227-6237

ALL new Queen pillowtop mattress set. still in
plastic, with warranty,
TOM'S GnIle Now hir$170. Full Size mating experienced cooks
tress/box spring, brand
Apply in person after
new, still in package.
pm at 1501 N 12th
$140. Brand name
St
King pillow-top mattress set. new in plasWANTED:
tic. warranty, Must Sell.
Dependable, work-ore
$280. Great Deal!
ented person for manuNASA Memory Foam
al labor at Murray
mattress set . never
Re...ycling. Must be
used. $350
Brand
able to work well wrth
name Twin mattress
the public & co-workset , still in plastic.
ers. work in extreme
$120. Can Deliver!
weather conditions &
270-210-0616
do heavy lifting if necBERMUDA
Square
essary. Please apply in
Bales out of the barn
person at 201 Woods
$4.50 each 270-293Road. NO PHONE
5381
CALLS PLEASE.

Ogg

go •

-2904

Estate

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

2 bedroom, 2 bath, all
appliances included
82
Stanford
Dr
$550/month
adeposit No pets
753-9999.

Murray Ledger k limes fel
Mousing Ad Norse
Ail rral istatr athrrtnysi hyrrtn
is sulks to ilk Fotirral 1,11'
Housing ,
st •hlk-.1 mats it
illegal to ads erne al, Feet
rise limitation or drsornina

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

boVANI

1st Fun Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Dow re.
Apartments

rgm'Am--

39
Livestock Supplies
2005
Featherlite
Combinatior
Horse
Trailer
Like
new.
$11.000 270-293-5381
H_AY
4 Varieties
Square Round

PIANO lessons for
children age 5-teens.
$10.00 per 30 minute
lesson. Contact Knstin
(731)336-1 787
Used alto saxophonebest offer. Call after
4:00. 293-1669.

16X80 3BR, 2BA
Fleetwood Must move
$13,500.
753-1856
227-2394.
1997 Fleetwood 16x70,
2BR. 2BA. excellent
condition.
270-9789819 or 270-703 7634
2001.
3BR, 2BA.
Fleetwood
28'x44'
334-585-0901 ask for
Betty
2BR & Lot, $12.900
270-753-6012
3BR
2BA
Maunufactured Home
on 2 5 Secluded Acres
30x40 Shop ar,d OutBuilding $75.000 270436-2905 or 270-9782269

NICE 2 bedroom no
pets 753-9866

& 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Deposi
Required
270-753
4109
1BR House for rent in
Murray Very clean
$375/mo plus deposit
270-978-7382

PREMiER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate controi
storage
•Securay alarmed
'Safe & clean
sliVe sell boxes!
eAle rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

CHURCH building,
pews and pulpit on
approximately, 1 acre
of ground. Murray
KY.
Call (800) 542-2827
or cell (931) 279-1267
"Good'' to "Fair" condi
bonReady to use,

Corranerical Prop. For Burt
3BR 1 & 1/2BA House
Large yard. W/D hookup, garage. NO PETS.
$650/ +deposit. Call
270-436-5927 or 27°978-2861

FOR Rent Commercial
Building on South 4th
Street Contact Pam
(502-314-8328)
for
details

3BR. 1 SBA, in New
Concord, private set380
ting, w,'d hook ups
Pon Supplies
$500/mc + deposit, ref[
erences required 227Collie mix puppies &
2082
kittens 270-753-1159,
270-293-1017
4BR,
W/D.
1624
Hamilton
$700/mo,
DOG Obedience
next to MSU 270-753(270)436-2858
0606

GREAT Investment
Property and Move in
Readyl
2 bedroom. 1 bath
home
located
in
Murray
Recently
reduced. 527.900 For
more info
call Tracy Williams
Campbeil Realty
293-3467

New 2.4
Bedrooms bones in
Rive/field Estates.
Real Properts
Professionals
293-7872

Call 270-753-8848
°afore 8.00pm
Futrell Farms
'Horse BoardInq

1414
Oakhill
Dr.,
Campbell
Estates.
1 45x 175ft, perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or 2'0978-0876
:60
4011106 For Sus

Stall o'r RaSitie
St 25.41/0
Hay Il101utlen
10 nyffe,
of Murray
C:311
270,293-M1,1-or

ESTATE SALE
1014 SHAIIFE
STREET
ACROSS FROM
HERITAGE BANK
DRIVE THRU 12TH
8 SHARPE
WED-SUN
7:00-6:00
Antiques. glassware
books, furniture,
trunks wicker. 1997
Lincoln Mark VIII,
1980 Mercedes SL
FAMILY
CHILDCARE
CLOSING
YARD SALE
153 FINECREEK
1/2 MILE WEST OF
COLDWATER
BOTTOM, TURN
RIGHT PINECREEK
HILLS
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Lots of toys. Bean
Bags, Equipment
ETC
YARD SALE
1804
WESTWOOD DR.
SATURDAY
6:00-3:00
No Early Birds
J Crew. Limited,
Polo, & other name
brands, men's &
women's. lots tor
college students.
home. Lexmark
printer/scanner
HUGE MOVING
SALE
307 S. 13TH ST.
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
7:30-7
WIng-back
ct-aJs table w 6
cba,cs. file cab,net,
tc,
0 na,ch lb name
SPECIAL!!!
Fri. & Sat. Only
Back Yard Sale
Tools Mam, M,sc
Items

ICE3
klotortyciss MY.
2008 Kawasaki Vulcan
900CC, 1,100 miles.
$5,000, Call 270-2279518

1209 Doran Road, 1/2
acre, comer Doran &
Melrose. 3BR, 3BA,
2300 sqft, remodeled &
updated, 2 & 1/2 car
garage/shop, 2 car carport, enclosed back
porch
See ad at
httpsenfotube net/2185
75. $185.000. 270-7592548 Appointment only

I
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For further OWN-LIMP with Fair
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:70311.04.tom
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FOR Sale: 3BR, 2BA.
Rustic Home on 10.5
acres. 50x46 Shop with
4 stall barn. Built in
2004. North Calloway.
270-705-8701 or 270705-8702
FSBO, 3 year
old
3BR, 2BA 107 Pine St
559,500
270-5593385

.1.11, lOkW

pon,

812 Whitnell Ave.

4BR, C/H/A. all ape's
arises. Coleman RE
753-9898

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedrocm Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

FARM FOR SA-LE,
House & 69 acres. 2-N474-8767. If no answer.
leave message.

430

LARGE 4bd, 2ba. hardwood floors, dishwasher, stove, fridge. washer. dryer hook-ups, ceil1505 Diuguid Dm s
ing fans. central air;
gas heat. fireplace.
1BR & 2BR Arts
larse deck, fenced
270-75.143556
Mattress Sale
back yard, large 2-car
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Close Outs
garage, water arid
Overstocks
ErturtElCrt
t.. ton,
trash included. $925 1Factory Seconds
-year lease, references
Extremely
nice
one
270-767-193)0
and deposit required
bedroom in Hazel We
702 N 12th St
Call (270) 873-4791
Murray
pay the electnc bill,
water, trash, and furWASHER 8 dryer
nish all appliances
(stackable and regular) including
washer &
motor home. Case
dryer. Only $550/mo.
tractor(801 ED, real
You won't find a nicer
estate lots. Will considor cleaner apartment!
A&F Warehousing
er trades. 753-4109,
(270)492-8211
Near MSU $20-50
227-1546
753-7668
LARGE 2BR. 2BA,
C/H/A, 1 5 biocks from
G&C
MSU.
$425
plus I STORAGE and
BLACK, slide in. elec
deposit. References
PROPANE
tric stove with stainless
required.
492 8069.
119E. Main
op. $75. White built in
970-8412.
(270) 753-6266
dishwasher & portable
Cell:
(270) 293-4183
LARGE 3BR apt,
dishwasher, $50 each.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
newly remodeled. on
270-293-8244
campus, CA-VA. W&D,
KEY MINI
5550 water, sewage &
LARGE
trash furnished, no
WAREHOU
SELECTIO,N
SES
pets. 293-3710 293USED APPLIANCES
4600
5
0
1.8.
St. Rt. 121S
INARD-ELKINS
LARGE. 3BR, 2 full
Murray. KY 42071
trOS E South- 12th St
bath. all appliances.
270-753-5562 "
C/H/A. lawn service
227-5173
J&L RENTALS
Nice 1BR, furnished
MIN1-STORAGE
apartment for rent.
720 S. 4TH ST.
270-753-3474
onwr of 121 S & rilendale
MATCHING
Piaui
10X 10 $25 10x15 $40
couch & loveseat $250 NICE
2BR,
2BA,
(2701436-2524
OBO. 270-759-4887
duplex. all appliances.
12701293-6906
no pets. $475 plus
deposit. 436-5927
For Sale: 2 beginner
rumpets. 1 with mouth
piece. $100. 1 withou
mouthiA)ce, $75 Call
270-752-0489
and
leave message.

Close To Town and
beautifully remodled!
2BR.
2BA.
with
garage/shop, on 1
acre. Many extras!
$129.900. FORSALEBYOWNER COM
*22760093

Antiques
F urn'lure,
Household Items
Decor Depression
Glass. &
Much More

•

1BR, price reducee,
various
locations
Coleman RE 7539898

Articles
For Sale
All aluminum trarler
4x6, with ramp. Gave
$800 for it. Will sell to
$400. 270-753-4871 o
270-293-0002

LARKSPUR DR.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

1BR fully furnished,
$250 per month 7671580

3BR. 2BA 1.200sq.n.
604 Sycamore, Good
starter or invest property. $62K.
270-227-2043

MULT1-FAWLY
GARAGE SALE

M C Storage-

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109
1BR apartment & 1
room efficiency apartment, near campus.
available now No pets,
No smoeung Call 270753-5980

NOTICE OF BOND SALE

VISA
eintima

2007 Harley Electra
Glide, standard, 7,000
miles. Excellent condition. $11.500.
753-6321
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

314 Woodiawn
Avenue
3BR. 1 BA,
$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270.293.3232

'We Finance
hollaildmotorsales com
270-753-4461

3BR. 1BA. with large
shop. North of Murray.
753-0531
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tlEAMFUL 2 STORY COLCIIIII 5 BEDROOM.2BAIN NOME. BUILDINGS, & 16.452 ACRES
IN TRACTS& COARRABOAS,REAL ESTATE - A/MOUE FURNITURE - GLASSIVABE 1917?JUDSON COMMODORE - ADVERTISING ITBIS • COLLECTIBLES
GREAT LX4rroN CLOSE 70 MAYFIELD FULTON,NEAR THE PURCHASE PARKWAY,
PEACEFUL COUNTRY SETTING'
VISIT HARRISAUCTION-GOM FOR MORE PHOTOS'

:lose To Town and
eautifully remodled!
BR,
2BA,
with
arage/shop, on 1
Many
extras!
cre.
129.900. FORSALEIYOWNER.COM
22760093
ARM FOR SALE'
louse & 69 acres 270
74-8767 If no answre
iave message
OR Sale: 3BR, 2BA.
lusbc Home on 10.5
cres. 50x46 Shop with
stall barn. Built in
004. North Calloway.
70-705-8701 or 270
05-8702

New 2-4
Bedroom homes la
Riverfield Estates.

iBG Real Propertl
Professionals
293-7872

/knorcydes &ATTs

008 Kawasaki Vuican
DOCC, 1,100 moles
5.000, Call 270-22'
518

007 Harley Electra
tide. standard, 7.000
iles. Excellent condom_ $11.500.
53-6321
490
UseiCars

HOLLAND
OTOR SALES
- We Finance

ollaridmotorsales co
270-753-4461

d out what's
appening
s summei..

Local Mail

AU Other Mail
Subeerfption3
10.
$75.00
io
$96.00

Visa

&VC

payment to

k Times
ao
42071
1-1916
•

•Cornmercial
• Residentlat--.AsphauinstaNabon
& Maintenance
40 Yrs. exp.

CHASE Futtell LawnCare 8yrs exp 2938814

(270)759-0501

LAVVN Care ServIce
Reasonable
rates.
starting at 515. 270753-2405. 270-9782441

ROOFING Licensed
and
fully
insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227 2617

Onerse

O'BRTAN TREE
- . . & DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and ope
iated
.• Free E males
• Lic
Ins
270-7 -1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

ROOF Leaking cab .1
professional
4354645

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
r,accuracies do occur
-+eade,s using this
nformation do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
ire believed to be rep,table. The Murray
L edger 8 Times, nor
any of its employee,
accept any responseel
ay whatsoever for their
areetties

WILL remove Dead
Trees es Shrubs 435.4645

3 CRETE, LLC
Concrete Repair

WILKERSON
ROOFING
All Your ,

Ne tot) too email
270-293-7971
www3cretellc.com

Appliance

Roofing Needs
F
.ree EStimeteS

(270)489-2580(270)832-1451

Repair
ALL BRANDS
Ward Elkins
270-753-1713

HAWS WA,
,I1
M AN V.1 MINI

A 1 Lamb s
professional Tree
Service Insured
'53 TREE [87131

270-753-2279

Hamilton Granite
& Atarble

• weclIN
pi..kups
• loealls eeticeapereicd

3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
kleT Niurdixt • 2.41-1-12
1)!..p13, Floy.rs 110-1

759-1151 • 293-2733
293-2734

YEARRY S
Service
Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

esti
436

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Markin*
Landscaping &
leaf Vacuuming
Satisfactism guarante
753-1816 TV-061

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
2'

text

1 -30

DIVORCE with or without Children $125.
With FREE name
change documents
and marital settlement
agreement Fast and
easy. Call us 24hrs/
7days 1-888-789°198,
www.CourtDivorceServ
ice.com
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One order, One check
One smart move, Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25 word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250 For more information. contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-2238821
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A Lai*a Laid Alwirwt.
, CW.6.464.lid • 1100:14‘..‘111- /NI t.!..±.0 • "VOur PraftarrafOrAucfarraurs"
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NO MINIMUMS!! NO FIESERVA.TICINS!!
Saturday, August 21st, At 10:00 A.INA.
"77-we• /....Eatvs• .4//cer• WililawrrAss EsstwitisPAM Show& °rheas ScomtPaisaast Of InRairray, Klf
From Murray, Take Hwy 121 SE 3 Mlles To Hwy 893,
Turn Right, Proceed South 5.5 Mlles To State Line Rd.
Turn Left . Proceed East 1.5 Miles To The Property.
At Hazel, Take Hwy 893 "State Line Rd' East 6.7 Mlles
190 Bullfro- Lane
a
Kentuck

AUCTION BANKOWNED HOMES For
Sale including properpties in this area. Now
is the time, The market. Interest rates. and
opportunlies could not
be better. NEW PROPERTIES ADDED
DAILY! Bid Now
Online:
www.OnlineBidNow.co
m HUDSON & MARSHALL. 1-866-5394174
BUSINESS SERVICES

-1111
ACILAIIM
.IRE 111
--lis
.
In 15 Tracts And In Conibtnations

FREE HD FOR LIFE,
Only on DISH
Netsvork, Lowest price
in Arnenca' $24.99/ mo
for over 120 channels!
$500 Bonus. 1-86E240-3844

Income Producing FARMLAND

FINANCIAL

Estates Portion Of The 2010 Crop Goes To The Buyer!!
FSA Grain Base Of 165 Acres
Good Ifilaarisrimtestsler
TIMOIER
Erstuslcosis; HUNTING

L

Tracts Of 1.978 Acres To 107.922 Acres
Something For Everyone!!
Groat Country Living _SO Close To Town/I
Tract 1 - 2.498 Acres With A Nice Brick Home
3 Bedrooms, 2 1/2 Baths • Master Sutte
Formal Living Room • Family Room With Gas Fireplace
Recent Pella Windows - Roof, Vinyl Trier! & Flooring
Central System • Porch & Patio • Double Garage • Outbuildings
In A "Park-Like" Setting - Ready To Move Int
Horne Shown By Appointment!,
fusarofmassses Tornriss: 15% Down With A VAInImum Dopeaft
Of 55,000.00 Par Tract, Balance In 30 Days . NO Buyer's Pram...nil
jamearvash.com For New Survey And Details!
To Be Sold Atter Real Estate Items From The Home & Farm
John Deere 111 Riding Lawn Mower • C-raftsman Push Mower • Lawn
Sweep• Troy Bet Tufty Rear Tine Tiller • Hand Tools • Yard Tools •'78 Ford
F-150 4x4 Pickup • Sony TV • Toshiba TV • Tv Stands • Sofa's • Side
Chairs • Recliners • Rocker • End Tables Accent Tables • Coffee Table •
Console Stereo • Vacuums • Two -3 Piece Bedroom Suites • 4 Piece
Bedroom Suite • Portable Sewing Machine • Quilts • Kitchen &
Household Miscellaneous • Refrigerator • Chest Freezer • Picnic Table •
Yard Furniture And Moree
Complete Settlemert Day Of Sale

JAMES Fe- CASH
rii, WE AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER HU

FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
• "THE SELL INC; MACHINE

RC

930
Services Offered

rbscribe to the

.TIMES

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Pa%in Scutt:Ai:4in
"
- TON
114
IS

SBO, 3 year
old
BR. 2BA 107 Pine St.
59.500
270-559385
IREAT Investment
eoperty and Move If
bedroom. 1 bath
oma
located
in
turray
Recentiy
educed. $27 900 For
tore info
all Tracy Williams
Campbeil Realty
93-3467

Services Offered

- TR wis AS IA 1:r

, VISA
immume!
BR. 2BA 1,200sq.tt
04 Sycamore Good
tarter or invest prows $62k.
70-227-2043

1hursda. August 19. 20111 •'‘

530
Sweets Offered

1980 Mercedes 450SL
convertible saver both
tops 1997 Lincoln
Mark VIII black coupe.
sunioof.
loaded
chrome Local cars
Gorgeous,
$6,000
each See at 1014
Sharpe Call 404-313
1051
520
Services Offered
1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Additions. remodeling, sagging rotten
floors decks. home &
mobile home repair
Larry Nimmo
753-2353
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured. 4892839.
H.L. FORD ELECTRIC
270-435-4152 or
270-293-6902
NO JOB TOO SMALL,

YOUR .AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maior
credit cards accepted
978-0404

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

HEALTHCARE
A heaehcare-savvy
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR needed in
Morehead to oversee
business deeelopment
of health information
exchange and help
physician group practices achieve meaningful use of clinical data.
www.nekyrhio.org
HELP WANTED
CDL-A Drivers. You
Deserve The Best, We
Have High Miles,

Dnvers ACT NOW'
You may qualify for
FREE CLASS-S CDL
Training Funded by
State WIA Program
Must meet hinng
requirements of mator
trucking compa
TRUCK AMERICA
TRAINING 866-2443644

Drivers - Flatbed
COLA $2000 Sign On
bonus NEW TRUCKS
ARRIVING' 6 months
Experience Required
Lease Purchase
Available No Felonies
Hornady
Transportation 800441-4271 x KY-100

Nurse Assistant, Parttime. Elite training,
great pay & benefits.
Sign-on Bonus up to
$20k Paid training
Age 17-34. call MonFri 1-800-282-1384

Drivers - FOOD
TANKER DRIVERS
NEEDED OTR positions available NOW'
CDL-A weTanker
REO'D Outstanding
pay & Benefits, Call a
recruiter TODAY, 877484-3061 www oakleytransport corn

SALE, CDL Training
Starting at $1995, WIA
Approved Job
Placement Assistance
Tuition reimbursement
available Accredited
BBB Delta Career
Academy Mt Sterling
KY 859-498-9988.
8Ch3-883-0171

ELECTRICIANS
Employee-Owned contractor seeks licensed
master electncians
wenclustrial exp.
Successful applicants
must be able to travel
some, read & understand protect plans &
specifications. efficient
in layout. rigid conduit
installation & controls.
Leadership skills a
plus Good pay waull
benefit package. Fax
resume to 502-9923734 or mad to PO BX
372780. Louisville, KY
40233-7270. E0EM/F/DN

MEDICAL HELP
WANTED

INSTRUCTIONAL
ACT NOW, You may
qualify for FREE
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR TRAINING Funded by State
WIA Program AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866280-5836
AIRLINES ARE HiRING- Train for high
paying Aviation Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified- Job
Placement Assistance
Call Aviation Institute
of Maintenance
(888)207-2053
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Horne
'Medical. •Business,
•Paralegal.
'Accounting. 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

twww happytaeeine
m)
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
Play Where the
Hooter's TOW plays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown,
rated the number one
public course in
Kentucky Call 502570-9849 for tee
times
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
CALL NOW' BIH
Trucking Company,'
International Truck
Dnving School Now
taking Students, No
CDL. No problem,
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified. or
Financing available
888-780-5539
DRIVER - GREAT
MILES, NO TOUCH
FREIGHT' No forced
NENYC, 6months
OTR expenence. No
felony/DUI last 5yrs.
Solos wanted. New
Team Pay Packages!
877-740-6262.
VAWd.ptl-tnc.com

Health Occupations
Training: New Online
Nurs.e Aide Training!
Ky Stale and Medicaid
approved. Certified
Clinical Medical
Assistant, Phlebotomy
and EKG. Ky Health
Training: 859-9632901. 888-274-2018
www.kyhealthtraining.c
om

Driver-CDUA Top
Hometime! Solo &
Teams Highest Teen)
Pay GRA with 1 yr
recent OTR req d 800942-2104 ext 238 or
243 WWW totalms com

PET/PET SUPPLIES
All New Happy Jack®

Drivers- ASAP' New
Pay Increase, 34-40

Xylecetee anti-fungal
shampoo treats ringworm and hot spots on
dogs & horses without
steroids Orscheln
Farm & Home Stores

cpm. Excellent
Benefits. Need CDL-A
& 3 Mos recent OTR.
877-258-8782
www.meltontruckaom

2

1

5

5
1
4

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun novice
Re.. Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs or small

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs. workers comp
Insured
227-2617

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
*Discovery Flight
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday, Aug. 20, 2010:
This year, you might opt to reorganize your daily life. You will
become more effective and perhaps build in more time. One of
your issues will be. happily so.
what to do with this additional
time. If you are attached, sometimes a relationship could be
confusing. and other times very
satisfying. The key will be to
work on better communication.
If you are single, many wouldhe sweeties surround you. Be
sure the person you choose is
really the person he or she projects. AQUARIUS has the same
core issue as you but a very different style.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day Vou'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You are on top of your
garne Let others take a stand,
you will handle immediate
issues Sometimes some light-

Truck Drivers WANTED, MORE Hometeme'
TOP pay, EXCELLENT
Benefits, NEWER
Equipment, Up to

$ 481mile company
dnvers' HEARTLAND
EXPRESS 1 -800-4414953 www heartlandxpress com
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Summit Trucking is
currently hinng CDL-A
Solo Drivers & Teams,
Meese Benefits+
Hometime! Min age 23
with 24 mons exp.
wevw summittcom or
1-866-333-5333

5 8 3 9 4 2 7 6 1

9
4

2

SLT $3.000 BONUS $900/wk minimum
guaranteed. Team
Dnvers needed. Class
A CDL welazmat & 2
years experience.
Teams split $.68 per
mile. 1-800-835-9471_

Answer to previous puzzle

7

I

INDEPENDENT
LANDSTAR AGENT
Needs Owner
Operators. Must have
Piatforrn Experience.

6

3

I elle e

FLATBEDNANS/CONTAINERS - LONG
HAULIREGIONALLO
CAL - Clark Freight
Lines Inc , a stable.
growing company, is
leasing on 00s Sign-on and referral
bonuses Further Info
800-948-3379
www clarkfreight comic
lark_careersi

SLT $3.000 Bonus$900/wk Minimum
Guarantee. Team drivers needed. Class-A
CDL vs/ Hazmat & 2yrs
experience. Teams
split $.68, mile. 1-80°835-9471.

Bs Rase fireen

7

4
1
9

DriversOwner Operators
$3000 - 54000/week,
Your Tractor - Our
Trailer, must run 280°3000 miles per week home every 14 days.
Midwest to Soutnwest
runs 1-800-817-3962

Need CDL Drivers A or
B with 2 yrs recent
commercial experience
to transfer motor
homes, straight trucks.
tractors. and buses.
www mamotransportation.com 1-800-5013783

8_

6 3
8

Dnvers-Heing
Regional Van Drivers.
37cprn with 2 years
experience. Great
Benefits Home
EVERY VVeek. 1 year
tractor-trailer experience required. Call
888-967-5487, or
apply online at
sweetaveratcareers.co
m Equal Opportunity
Employer

Weekly home time &
pay with benefits
Company Trailers
available 1 year OTFi
Hazmat required
Steve 800-562-9871,
x1314

Sodokias a numbeeptacing puzzie based on a ex9 grid with
several orven numbers. The(elect is to place the numbers 1 lo 9
In the empty squares so that each row. each column end each
3x3 bos contains the same number ctexy once The DAWN ;eve'
3i the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

Dreers - Hiring
Regional Flatbed
Drivers 37 cpm with 2
years experience
Great Benefits Horne
EVERY Week 1 year
flatbed or tractor-trailer
experience required.
Call 888-967-5487, or
apply online at
www averetcareers.co
m Equal Opportunity
Employer

7
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Horoscope

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

CASH NOW' Get cash
for your structured settlement or annuity payments. High payouts.
Call J G. Wentworth
1-866-SETTLEMENT
t1-866-738-8536).
Rated A+ by the Better
Business Bureau.

Great Pay, Rellable
Hometown, 2011
Freightliner Cascadias'
$500 Sign-on for
Flatbed Drivers. CDLA, 6mo. OTR. Western
Express 888-8015295

bylacqueline Bigar
ness and humor scattered in
helps. Make sure all detail work
is completed by midafternoon
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Reach out for others.
Incorporate those in your day-today life into your plans right now.
You could clear out earlier and
accomplish more. Strong feelings surround a relationship. Use
care.
GEMINI(May 21-,:une 20)
*****
Togetherness
becomes possible, as you air out
your differences in a discussion.
Your creativity finds the short-cut
that works, leaving time for more
networking. You are insightful
and direct with others.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Confusion marics your
interactions Confirm meetings
and reiterate what you think you
are hearing. Avoid letting feelings fester. and honot what you
know exists for sure between
you and others
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** An easy pace works. Take
the time to see how those in your
immediate environment are feeling. Caring only enhances the
work
relationship,
allowing

greater productivity. Whether
you schedule a late lunch or
early departure makes no difference.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Where others are baffled, you decide to rump right in
Your propensity for taking risks
surprises many people. perhaps
even you. Be sure that in this
flamboyant mood you can afford
the risk
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Listen to feedback from
those close to you. Push comes
to shove when dealing with an
older family member or when
handling a domestic matter.
Those who know you could find
that you are unusually changeable Could someone feel that
he or she is walking on eggshells
with you7
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might be holding back
some important facts in a discussion You discover an element of
contusion surrounds both work
and home Key into your goals
and what you must to do
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Friends and associates

have great plans and tcleas Yoe
eye the costs, being unusually
sage and responsible Someone.
could try to pick a fight, as you
are not playing ball
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You and a boss or
authority figure really don't see
eye to eye You could try to take
on this person. choosing a vanety of different styles Think
about the long-term damages to
your relationship and/or work situation
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might be rnore contused than normal PossIbly. you
are picking up on a lot that is
going on with others. something
they have not even addressed
Attempt to detach. and when you
gain distance, you will gain
understanding
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Zero in on what you
want A partner or associate
could be playing devil's advocate You might feel that this person's changeability is difficult at
best In some sense. you feel as
if you are dealing with a pingpony ball.

8A • Thursday. August 19, 2010

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Workers bras ed the heat to
continue work on the New Murray-Callow.ay Funeral Home on
Kentucky 121. A tentative completion date of November has
been set.
Ramsey. author ol the
New York times best-selling
books "Finamaal Peace' and
"Nlore Than Enough" will present a seminar Sept. 14 in Lovett
Auditorium at Murray State University.
Births repotted include a girl
Acturo
to
and
Sherilyn
Rodriguez
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Murray State University President
Ronald J. Kurth and his wife.
Charlene. looking at plans prior
to the first tour of the S12.5
million twin-domed
Martha
Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology under construction on the campus. The
photo V. As by Barry Johnson.
Births reported include a girl
to Mike and Leisha A'aughn. a
boy to Cameron and Ktmberly
Cook. a girl to Dr. Michael
Brent and Elizabeth Ann Moore.
a boy to Craig and Robin
Edwards anti a girl to Michael
and Tina Fisher.
Thirty years ago
A line of thunderstorms that
moved through the Jackson Purchase dumped slightly more than
2 I/2 inches of rain on Murray and Callow.ay County.
State Representative Freed
Curd of Murray. has been appointed to the interim committee on
cities and education for the 1982
Kentucky General Assembly.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Henson. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Hamby and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Plumley'.
Forty years ago
The corn yield in Calloway

County apparently has been
reduced by 25 to 30 percent by
the corn leaf blight. according
to Calloway County' Farm Agent
Ted Howard.
Capt. James F. Rains. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Rains
of Murray. has graduated from
Air University. Squad.on Officer School at Maxwell Air Force
Base, Alabama.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William W.
Graham, A boy. to Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Haney. and a girl to Mr.
anti Mrs. Donald A. Jones.
Fifty years ago
Neale A. Sykes. fire control
technician seaman. U.S. Navy.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes
of Murray. left Newport. R.I.
aboard the destroyer escort USS
Courtney tor a four-month cruise
in South American waters.
Bernard C. Harvey, Mrs. &id
Frank Kirk. Mrs. John Pasco
and George Lilly' are serving as
officers of the Murray High
School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association.
Recent births at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Curt Martin.
Sixty years ago
First Lt. Donald Scott has
been reported wounded in action
while fighting with a U.S. Army
Infantry Unit in Korea.
Joan Farris and Tom Covington will be married Sept. 3.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Orville Woods,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Rains, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Grogim. a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Glindel Reaves. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. George Kenley. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
M. Thompson. a boy to Nir.
and Mrs. Audrey. Hill. a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Darnell
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Billington.

COMICS / FEATURES
Man's need for `me time'
casts a pall on 'us time'
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating "Kate" fia a year. She's
caring and down-to-eanh. WC have
so much in common. and time
goe, by quickly when w e're together.
Thai's why.. when a new job
brought Kate ,l0set to my place.
I told het
• stay. with
ie. so her
ommute
would he less
slrensfUl
N hilt` she gets
used to the
job and learns
her
way
around.
I
enjoy making
us
dinner,
Dear Abby since I get
home
two
By Abigail
hours before
Van Buren
she does.
After
being single and In ing alone for
six years, I want a relationship.
Mayhe in the future I'll want her
to move in with me. We spend
weeknights together and go out
as a couple e‘ery weekend. But
I also like "my. time" and "my•
night out."
I am a part-time publicist for
an entertainer and try to keep up
with the local music and club scene
Two nights out alone during the
month work for me. I share the
details with Kate -- including the
crazy things I see "singles" do when
I'm out. I have explained to her
how spending these nights on my.
own makes me appreciate her
more when I return. But I feel a
distinct "chill" from her w hen my
night atriv es.
I have no problem with Kate
doing a "girls' night out" on those
evenings. Am I wrong to want
alone time? Am I not committed
enough to this relationship? -REASONABLE GUY IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
DEAR REASONABLE: It's
not wrong to want mune tone

independent of Kate. particularlx
since it relates to your business
Her cool reaction may he related
to her insecurities with your relationship. as well as the "crazy
things" you're dessribing when
you get home.
It may has,. bs-en a nustake
to invite Kate to stay with you
without a deadline after which
you expect her to find her own
place Under the circumstances. she
may think your relationship has
progressed further than it really
has
DEAR ABBY: I cannot think
ot anyone else to turn to_ I attend
church. hut don't know a pnesi
well enough to confide in him
I have been married 45 years
My. wife and I have a very good
sex life. My problem is. over the
past year my curiosity has increased
about %hat it would he like to
be with another man. I don't have
anyone .n mind I try not to think
ahout it. but the idea excites me.
I enjoy looking at attractive
women. but often find myself wanting to give the other a try. Please
help me find an answer before I
try something stupid. Abby, I hope
you can offer me some advice in
your column. -- ANONYMOUS
IN DAYTONA BEACH
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Every•one has sexual fantasies, and
although yours have recently been
homosexual fantasies, it does not
necessarily mean that you would
enjoy an encounter with another
man. Because you say you have
a "very good sex life" with your
wife. you may have some bisexual leanings.
However, 45
years ago you promised at the
altar to he faithful to your wife.
So I'll offer the same advice I would
have given to Adam if he had
written me back then: Don't take
a bite of that apple because it
could get you evicted bum Eden.

Today in History
By. The A.ssociated Press
Today is Thursday., Aug. 19.
the 23Ist day of 2010. There are
134 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 19, 1960. a tribunal
in Moscow convicted American
U2 pilot Francis Gary. Powers of
espionage. two days after his 31 st
birthday.. I Although sentenced to
10 years' imprisonment. Powers
was returned to the United States
in 1962 as pan of a prisoner
exchange.)
On this date:

TL1NT S ENC.X.1630
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convention in Kansas City.
In 1990. Leonard Bernstein
I BURN'-styn conducted what
turned out to be the last concen
of his career at Tanglewood in
Lenox. Mass. lA ith the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the program
ended with Beethoven's Syrriphony No. 7.
In 1991. Soviet hard-liners
announced to a shocked world
that President Mikhail S Gorbachev. had been removed from
power. (The coup attempt collapsed two days later.)
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Stressful job can
affect health
DEAR DR. GOTT: At age 50plus.ltookaphthatwasstressW1
to the extent it caused sleepless
nights and loss 441 appetite_ I resorted to taking an ov er-the-counter
sleep aid. which left me with a
headache and feeling sluggish in
the morning.
ro alleviate
tnose symptoms. I took
Excedrin for
the headache
and a caffeine
bump. At the
end of the
year. my contraet expired.
I lost 20
Dr. Gott pounds and
was exhaustBy
ed.
I went to
Dr. Peter Gott
my physician
for a regular checkup. Rivutine lab
work indicated I had an elevated
TSH 161. My doctor asked about
fatigue. weight gain. hair loss, brittle nails, dry skin and more. I
explained the circumstances of my.
former job and because of my age.
I was at least pennienopausal. I tvas
still having periods esery three
weeks instead of four. I felt the
symptoms I had indicated hypothyroidism. I expressed my feelings
and xxas prescribed levothyroxine.
which was to continue forever.
Well, I took it for six months and
saw no improvement. except for a
lowered TSH level. I gained back
the 20 pounds and weaned myself
off the medication. I still noticed no
change in my. health.
My question is: Could adrenal
fatigue or exhaust:on from the
stress and being perimenopausal he
factors in the elevated TSH? Could
they normalize on their own when
the stress is removed? I understand
there are cardiac implications with
levothyroxine. I don't suffer any
issues. but there is a family history
on both sides. At what point does
the risk outweigh the benefit? I cur-

rently feel fine. my nads are longer
than they have been in years, and
my• hair is OK, LIS is my skin. My
energy level is acceptable, and I
wish the 20 pounds stayed oft that I
gained back.
DEAR READER: I can understand why your physician put you
on levothyroxine. because hypothyroidism can cause fatigue. changes
in hair texture and thickness split
finger nails. dry. skin arid irregular
menstrual cycles. One striking difference is that weight gain is relatively. common. However. the
reversal in your case is obviously
job-related.
Let's wver a few' basic differences betweer, adrenal fatigue and
hypothyroidism. Adrenal fatigue
carries no specific symptoms of
heart palpitations. no fluid retention, onhostatic hypotension, good
flexibility of ligaments. thin and
brittle nails. thin hair. Insomnia. dty
skin. cold intolerance and a craving
for sweets. Flypothyroidism isn't
generally associated with palpitations and presents with fluid retention. no orthostatic hypotension,
poor flexibility of ligaments. normal to thick nails. coarse hair.
sleepiness. normal skin. heat intolerance and a craving for fats.
Stress plays an enormous role in
health. affecting us in a vrariety of
ways and worsening many medical
conditions. 'Therefore. I cannot rule
it out as having a bearing on the
symptoms you have. My recommendation is to have your TSH
retested to determine what your
readings are without the levothy mine. Discuss the pros arid cons
with your physician. Maintain a
healthful diet, get adequate rest.
;educe the stress in your life, and
exercise regularly. The body is a
truly miraculous thing. Give it
some time to recharge, but don't
hesitate to seek medical intervention if appropriate.
To provide related information, I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Thyroid Disorders.-

Hints From Noloise
In 1909. the first automobile
races ‘4,
!FC run at the just-opened
Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
In 1942. during Vviirld War II,
about 6,(XX) Canadian and British
soldiers launched a disastrous raid
against the Germans at Dieppe.
France. suftenng more than 511percent casualties.
In 1955. severe flooding in the
northeastern U.S. claimed some
200 lives.
In 1976. President Gerald R.
Ford vv•on the Republican presidential nomination at the party's
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Yellow Is
Not Mellow
in Hair ('are
Dear
Heloise: To
one, who has
beautiful
PREMAT
R E
bY
GR AY
Heloise
HAIR. I need
your advice!
1 also started
getting gray early. From dark.
dark brown to silvery gray. I
always got many compliments I
never needed to use any. special
products. However. within the
past year it has been turning yellowish. I have tried different bluing shampoos. but nothing seems
to really help. 1 am 62 and live
in Flonda (but keep my, hair covered when in the sun). I need
help quick! -- A Reader. via email
Thank you for the nice complinient. Having been "silver"
since an early age. I do have
some firsthand hints! Many factors can cause hair to start yellowing. It could be hard water.
water that has a high iron or
rust content. °It' plumbing in
your house or buildings (i.e., rusting pipes). product buildup or even
too much exposure to the sun

The bluing shampoos are one
way to counteract the y.ellow, but
since you have tried them. it
sounds more like a water issue.
You may have to become a detective to find out. -- Heloise
P.S.: I use the bluing shampoo full strength every third or
fourth time and leave it on for
three to four minutes. Other times
I mix a tablesptxm or so with
my regular shampoo.
WATER SAVER
Dear Heloise: I finally found
a way to vvean myself from running the water while 1 brush my
teeth, and my' sink is cleaner as
a result. I ran the water because
I hated to see the toothpaste dnps
clinging to the sink. Now. I just
insert the drain plug. fill the sink
up a little and use just enough
water to catch the drips. That
actually' works better than running the water. and when done,
all the drips go down the drain.
Little things like this can be
like get-well cards for Mother
Earth. -- A Reader. via e-mail
Yes, it can, and every little
effort can help! My hint: Keep
microfiber cloth tor other cleaning cloth) on a hook under the
sink. Just grab and wipe the sink
when done. -- Heloise
Dl:ST AW'AY
Dear Heloise: i found a great

way to dust either cloth or vinyl
lampshades. I bought a lint roller
a while back for $1 at a dollar
store, and I forgot that I had it.
When I came across it, 1 thought
that might work for dusting my
lampshades.
It was great. and no scattered
dust. There were 75 sheets on a
roll: great bargain! -- Jerri in
Florida
Jerri. pleated lampshades can
be cleaned easily using an old.
clean makeup brush or a small,
clean paintbrush. -- Heloise
BITTY BERRY BATH
Dear Readers: When rinsing
a small portion of berries under
running water, instead of reaching for the giant colander, 1
grabbed my grater. set the berries
on top, ran the water and let
them drain. Small gadget for a
small job. -- Heloise
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000. San Antonio, TX 7827950(KI, or you can fax it to I210-HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloisetat)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
1c12010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Expedited
Software buys
Show uncertainty
Plain silly
Light-footed
Type a password. perhaps
Wrestling need
Brownie additives
Confused
Feasted
Wine choice
Worthless stuff
Chow
Painter Vermeer
Lowly worker
Help out
Set electncian
Waterina hole
Golf position
Run, as color
Crumble
Moved carefully
Begat
Dangers
Painter Cassel
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Wise fellow
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Racer Sports in Brief

Isbell,
seniors
looking for
big soccer
season
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State women's
soccer team opens the 2010
season Friday with a 3 p.m.
game at Bellarmine in
Louisville.
The first game marks the
beginning of the final season
for seven MSU seniors including Tara Isbell of Mayfield,
who has already placed herself
at the top of the list among
goalkeepers in MSU soccer
history that started in 200().
Isbell starts her senior seaSOil already leading the program in minutes in goal
(4457:36). goals against average (1.05)and mc.,st wins(27).
After
transferring
to
Murray State from Louisville,
Isbell couldn't be happier with
her decision.
"This has been great to be
close to home and have family
and friends able to come to
our games." Isbell said. "Plus
coming here and playing winning soccer has been a lot of
fun. we have a winning attitude."
In the last two seasons,
Isbell and the Racers have
won
an
Ohio
Valley.
Conference regular season
championship, in 2008, and
last season in 2009. they won
the OVC Tournament and
advanced to the NCAA
Tournament for the first time
in prognun history.
"Since we've started the
fall preseason camp, all of us
seniors have been talking
about getting
double this
time, that is winning t)oth the
regular season and tournament
titles." Isbell said. "We'll be
working for that as the season
goes on."
Isbell has won numerous
All-OVC awards in her MSU
career
including
OVC
Defensive Player of the Year
and All-OVC First Team in
2008. Last season she was
named to the All-OVC
Tournament Teatn after post-
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Wolf,
Brewers
stymie
Cardinals
ST. LOUIS
FALLS TO
THREE GAMES
BEHIND CINCY
By R.B. FALLSTROIN
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS IAP) — No
shutout for Randy Wolf. No save
for John Axford. And neither
seemed to mind when Trevor
Hoffman finished this one.
Hoffman struck out Brendan
Ryan with the bases loaded for
his 598th save and the
Milwaukee Brewers heat the
slumping St. Louis Cardinals 3-2
on Wednesday. handing 17-game
winner Adam Wainwright his
first home loss of the season.
Hoffman. baseball's career
saves leader. has two saves this
month as the Brewers. backup
See CARDINALS, 10A

KENTUCKI"
FOOTBALL

Wildcats
installing
blitz
packages
LEXINGTON. Ky. t AP) --The Kentucky Wildcats are hoping to irnprove their handling or
the blitz — on both sides of the
ball.
Wildcats coach Joker Phillips
spent Wednesday afternoon
installing blitz packages on
defense and working with the
offense in fending off the blitz.
Phillips says the Kentucky
offense. still waiting for its starting quarterback to be named.
struggled in picking up the
blitzes and in holding on to the
ball.
On defense. Kentucky ranked
last in the Southeastern
Conference last season with 16
sacks recorded in 13 games but
ranked second-best with just 17
allowed. The Wildcats return six
starters on defense.

RICKY MARTIN / trle

photo
Murray quarterback Christian Duncan (20) gathers the Tigers before a play during
last year's Class 2A state quarterfinal game against Fort Campbell. Murray opens the 2010 season Friday at Madisonville
-North Hopkins.

On the defense
STINGY MURRAY,
MADISONVILLE UNITS RUN
INTO ONE ANOTHER FRIDAY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
If Murray's scrimmage last
Friday is any indication, head
coach Steve Duncan is serious
about diversifying his team's
offense.
Usually content to grind it
out on the ground. the Tigers
went to the air against
Hopkinsville and Lone Oak
under quarterback Kendall
Deese, and the reviews were
mixed.
Duncan's squad didn't enjoy
the success he had hoped would
come through the air, and Tiger

Friday
Murray at MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins
When: 7 30 p m
Where: Badgett Athletic Complex
(Madrsonville. Ky I
Radio: WFGS. 103 7 FM
2009 Records: Murray 12-1 s4•0 t •
2A) Madisonville-North Hopksns 5-6 12'2 1-6A)
Keys to the game: It could be a slobberknocker if Madisonville has
switched gears to a more run-based
offense Points could come at a premium in this one as the Maroons defense
was one of the stingier units in 5A last
year Murray may need to throw the
bail with some success in order to
keep Madisonvilie s large detensrve
front honest

receivers dropped two deep
balls.
And while Murray would
love to develop differing facets
to its offensive attack, Friday
night's
season-opener
at
Madisonville-North Hopkins
may not be the best time for
experimenting.
"We probably threw more
passes in our scrimmage this
"We've still got to improve
year than in our past two comin our passing. We have potenbined." said Duncan, who
tial there. but there's only one
embarks on his third year at the
good thing that can happen
helm after taking the Tigers
when you pass. and that only.
from 5-6 to 7-4 to 12-1 over the
happened a couple of times for
course of his tenure.
us. I think Kendall learned a lot

from it, and I think he'll try to
get the ball off a little quicker."
The Tigers were still reliant
on their power rushing attack,
however, and Duncan's wishbone will line up against a newlook Madisonville club that
favored a ball-control offense
in their scrimmage to form
what could be a slobberknocker
of an opener.
The Class 5A Maroons came
to Ty Holland Stadium to open
up the 2009 season and were
turned away by a dominant
Tiger defensive unit in a 21-7
victory.
In that game, Murray was
able to thwart Madisonville's
spread passing attack under
quarterback Tray Carr. who was
making his first career start.
This year, the Tigers will

CALDWELL COUNTY AT CALLOWAY COUNTY
FRIDAY IN 7:30 P.M.

JACK D. ROSE STADIUM

onna fly now
LAKERSTIGERS IS
SHOWDOWN
OF WIDE-OPEN
SPREADS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Sure his Calloway County
team was playing Reidland on a
hot August evening rather than
Bullitt East in November chill,
but you'll have to excuse Josh
McKee! if he was briefly
reminded of 2008 at last
Friday.'s scrimmage.
The Lakers moved the ball
up and down the field. quanerback Tyler Greer was on the
same page as his receivers. and
for a minute, football was fun
again at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
"I was really.. pleased with
the efficiency and effectiveness
of our offense." said McKee!.
whose squad opens the regular
season Friday when Caldwell
County visits. "We kind of got
in a rhythm I haven•t seen for
about year. since 2008. We
were running routes on time
and in time. which 1 was
pleased to see."

LOUISVILLE
FOOTRAIL

Receiver
Harris
hurts knee
at practice
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP) -A freshman receiver for the
University of Louisville has
injured a knee at practice, making his availability for the season unknown.
Freshman receiver Michaelee
Harris suffered a tom posterior
cruciate knee ligament in practice on Tuesday. Cardinals coach
Charlie Strong told The CourierJournal if Harris can't play., he'll
redshin.
Harris, a 6-foot, 184-pound
Miami native. was among several true freshmen offensive coordinator Mike Sanford previously
said had a chance to be in the
rotation immediately.

IR See TIGERS, 10A

•See MSU, 10A
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TITANS FOOTBALL

Blount
caps night
practice
with punch
TROUBLED
OREGON STAR
GETS GRACE
FROM FISHER

TOMMY DILLARD / foe phot(

Calloway County takes the field for a game at Mayfield last year. The Lakers open the
2010 season Friday when Caldwell County visits Jack D. Rose Stadium.
NIcKeel said
Out, 'ail
prised with Just how productive
his offense was after a summer
in which Calloway didn't get its
usual allotment of 7-on-7
games thanks to a new KHSAA
rule that forbids inter-squad
competition until after dead

period.
McKee!
attributes
the
smoothness with which his
team mo‘ed the chains to something else he hasn't seen since
'08. when the Lakers advanced
to the Class 4A state semifinals
— players who are hungry to

v, in and bring an unspoiled
work ethic to the table.
"There's no sense of entitlement with this group." he says.
"It's almost like we're back five
or six years ago when we knew
•See LAKERS, 10A

*MESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Wnter
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
This punch won't be so costly for
LeGlirrette Blount.
The rookie running back
capped off a feisty night practice
for the Tennessee Titans with a
short punch to the helmet ot
defensive end Eric Bakhtiari
few moments after having his
own helmet ripped off for the
second time in as many plays.
Blount had just returned to
the Titans on Wednesday night
after being excused since Sunday
for personal reasons. He was carrying the ball in a dnll near the
goal line when his helmet came
off. and he kept his feet moving
toward the end zone.
The play ended with some
pushing and shoving. then
Blount threw a right into
Bakhtiari's facemask. Blount
quickly talked to coach Jell
Fisher before leaving the field.
"He apologized, and I said he
IR See TITANS, 10A
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Ragland wins
Women's
Tri-State
Special! to the ledger
a, 83 to
Nancy Ragland
%yin the WoineMs Tri-State Golf
Tournament at the Murray
Country. Club Tuesday.
Linda Brown and Lauren
Hughes Wen: illSt one stroke
back at 84 Brown took second
on a count back. Vicki Long
took fourth with an 85.
Vicki !funkier had the low
net score in the championship
flight while Pam Trimble shot
the second low net score.
Cathy Thompson won the
first flight with an 86. Betty Jo
Purtiom and Jackie Stratton tied
for second with a score of 87.
Purdoin took second and
Stratton finished third.
Nancy. Alden and Kelly
Sandusky had the first and second low net scores in the first
flight.
Nancy. Deming won the second flight with a 91 score. Deb
Blagg finished second and
Sherry Cope took third place.
Low net went to Leta Tayler
with Debbie Ilium finishing
second.
Ve Severns won the third
flight with Joann Rose and Lisa
Beggs finishing second and
third. respectively. Lenora
Gaxxle won loyy: net and Melanie
Love took second low- net.
In the fourth flight, Cyndi
Cohoon won first place. Carole
Fenwick took second and Sue
Jordan finished third. Low net
went to Billie Thompson with
Donna Gosia taking second.
Betty Lippert won the fifth
flight with Vickie Baker and
Linda Orr finishing second and
third. Peggy Shoemaker won the
low net with Betty McManus
taking second.
The higher-than-usual scores
reflected the condition of the
greens caused by the extreme
heat and lack of rain during the
summer.

•Titans
From Page 9A

Murray I.edger & Times

•Tigers
up front. in a game that will
From Page 9A
have to prepare tor a much likely: be a low -scoring affair.
Luckily. defense is the area
more run-oriented attack. but
Carr is still the Maroons' which Duncan feels most comfortable with coming out of last
biggest weapon.
Duncan was particularly weeks' scrimmage.
"I thought our defense was a
impressed with Carr's performance after seeing tape of strong point tor us in the scrimMadisonville•s
scrimmage mage," he said. "Hopkins% Ole
against defending Class 3A only scored one touchdown on
us, and it was a pass that We
champion Paducah Tilghman.
"His biggest threat is run- tried to intercept rather than
ning the ball," he said. "He was break up. We pursued pretty
making some Tilghman guys good, and we got two intercepbreak their ankles, sat that tells tions.'•
Many starting positions are
you how good he is. He's a
still up in the air for Murray.
weajx)n to score at any time."
The Maroons also bring a and Duncan says he'll continue
large offensive line to the mix. to evaluate and make changes
and Duncan says they will be as necessary throughout the
one of the few teams his squad season.
"Devon Smith was all-West
will face that matches up well
Kentucky- Conference linesize-wise in the trenches.
Madisonville has a 6-foot-6, backer last year, and he didn't
295-pounder who anchors their play that position until the midline in addition to tw() 300-plus dle of the season," he said.
"We're always changing things
pounders.
The Tigers will need to pin
On the rise
then hopes on another domiThough he drappcd a pass in
nant defensive effort, especially

tviurray's scrimmage. %emu'
tight end Cedric Cherry earned
praise from Duncan.% as one ()I
the team's most improved play ers since practice began July
I 5.
Cherry will likely be crucial
to any passing attack the Tigers
attempt to launch.
"We•ve got some guys who
should he able to catch the ball
and a quarterback who can
throw the ball," says Duncan.
"We're wanting to mix it up so
it makes it a little harder on the
defenses we play."
Freshman Dylan Boone, son
of defensive coordinator Tony
Boone. also falls into the most
improved category. He got the
starting nod at cornerback in
the scrimmage and played well
enough that Duncan said he
will start on Friday: night.
"We knew he was going to
be a good player for us."
Duncan said. "He didn't have a
perfect game. but he did some
things good enough to keep the
position."

•Lakers
From Page 9A

also must rely on a pair of 180pounders.
"It depends on how we exeCaldwell County at
cute, but it's going to be nice to
Calloway County
have size on our side," said
When: 7 30 p m
McKee!. "Last year, we waited
Where: Jacl, D Rose Stadium
TV, radio: Murray Electric Ch 15
for those four seniors to get
WAAJ 89 7 FM
There's still plenty of work
healthy and play together on the
2009 records: Calloway Co 3-8 (0.2
.4A Caldwell Co 4-7 (1-3 1-2A)
to do in Lakerland, however. As
line, and it never happened. so
Keys
Caldwell's
to
the gems:
experipleased as McKee' was with his
it's good to see our guys cornence at the skill positions kkely gives
ing together and jelling."
offense. the defense was less
them an edge +n a rnatchup of squads
who run similar systems The 1 igers
than
impressive
New threat at WR
against
may be one ol the few squads with
Reidland.
When Calloway started
which Calloway matches up favorably
camp this summer, Josh
The Greyhounds• power
on the line If the Lakers can develop
rhythm in their ottense early it could be
rushing I-formation attack gave
Friedrich was planning on
a shnotout in week 0 Just as losing to
Calloway fits at times, and the
being the chief complement to
Caldwell last year seemed to send
bruiser Michael Treadway in
Lakers will have to adjust to an
Calloway into a tailspin winning this
year would give the young akers a
entirely new look against
the backfield.
world of confidence
Caldwell's pass-happy spread
But McKee] felt as if he
this week.
terback Blake Hodges, giving could better utilize Friedrich's
speed at wide receiver, and now
Calloway will look to them two experienced
skill
avenge an embarrassing Week players to run head
coach the 5-foot-9, 135-pound junior
Zero loss to the Tigers last sea- David Barnes' Tony'
Franklin wil! give Calloway another
threat in the open field alongson, a 34-7 drubbing that system.
seemed to send the Lakers' seaHodges threw for I.390 side seniors Keaton Starks and
son into a tailspin.
yards and eight touchdowns last Shawn Thompson.
McKee' and his squad season.
Friedrich is memorable to
entered that matchup focused
"Anytime you play it team most fans for his 59-yard touch
on stopping Caldwell's passing that runs the spread
that is down run against Hopkins
Central last season in which he
attack. but running back returning the majority of
their
Brandon Sigler ended up carry- players. it does pose a chal- displayed blazing breakaway
ing for 122 yards on 16 lenge." McKee! said. "A year of speed.
attempts.
"When we started camp, we
experience running an offense
Sigler is back for his senior like that is gating to make you knew we needed a vertical
threat, and Josh is the fastest
year. and he's a threat not only better."
at the traditional running back
One area in which Calloway guy we have on the teatn,"
position. but also as a receiver might enjoy an advantage is in McKee! said. "The concern was
his ability to go out and catch
and even quarterback out of the trenches. Caldwell
will be
Caldwell's version of the wild- one of the few teams Calloway the ball. From July to now. I
cat formation.
plays this season that will be haven•t seen a kid improve as
"They're g,oing to find No. 4 smaller than the Lakers on the much as he has."
and put the ball in his hands." line.
Freshman Zack Powell will
McKee' says of Sigler, who finSix-foot, 290-pounder Doug step up in Friedrich's stead at
running back, but McKeel says
ished with 515 rushing yards Faught) anchors the
Tigers'
and 286 receiving in 2009.
offensive line, but Caldwell most of the carries will fall to
Treadway.
Ca!dwell also returns quar-

Friday

we'd have to work for everything we gatt. Last year, I think
we thought we were going to
show up and peeple would
think. *Oooh. it's Calloway.'"

didn't have to apologize," Fisher
said. "It's fitotball. les training
camp."
Blount was suspended by the
University of Oregon for eight
games of last season for punching Boise State defensive end
Byron Hout after a game on
Sept. 3. Without much of a senior season. Blount went undrafted.
The Titans. haying traded
away LenDale White, brought in
Blount its a free agent.
On the play that sparked
Wednesday's scuffle, Blount said
his helmet had been intentionally.
pulled off the play before. A new
From Page 9A
NFL rule going into effect this option behind ANtord. Prior to
season stops the play when a that, his last save was May 7.
player's helmet comes off. Then
"I was excited for that right
his helmet came off again. away," Axford said after a couBlount said he apologized to ple of fielding miscues led to
Fisher because he had promised him being pulled with two down.
the coach his fighting days were "I came in upset and right away I
behind him.
let it go.
"That was my past. It just
"lioffy's out there and we -re
came up again. I got into one of cheering him on."
those situations where the
Wolf pitched three-hit ball
defense pushed me t(x) far. With int() the ninth inning and rookie
training camp and everything Lorenzo Cain had two hits.
going the way it is and being as scored twice and drove in a run.
intense as it is and me being a He also had a key steal to set up
rookie. it was just something I Milwaukee's first run in the fifth.
shouldn't have done. But I did
The 42-year-old Hoffman
it." Blount said.
needed just three pitches to retire

•Cardinals

Ryan after the Cardinals pushed
across a pair of runs in the ninth.
After sweeping the Milli IWOgarlic series, the Brewers are 189 at Busch Stadium the last three
seasons. The Cardinals have lost
four straight t() drop out of the
top spot in the NL Central.
"What you're geared to do
offensively. is find something
you can do something with and
make soinething happen." manager Tony La Russa said. "That's
our challenge and we haven't
done it the last couple of days."
Wolf- was happy to outpitch
Wainwright, who he said was
"probably the front-runner right
now for the Cy Young" Award.

Watch it LIVE on Aug. Oth at 7:30 pml

"I joked before the game that
it I throw a shutout. at least I
guaranteed a no-decision," Wolf
said. "les exciting to go against a
pitcher like this. a team like
that."
Wainwright (17-7) gave up
three runs and seven hits in
seven innings, but missed a
chance to become the majors'
first I 8-game winner. He
allowed multiple runs for the
first time in four stans when the
Brewers scored twice in the seventh for a 3-0 lead.
Wainwright entered on a bit
of a roll, with a 3-0 mark and a
sparkling 0.39 ERA over his previous three outings.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstock

jpi

Stalky Auto
Itiararn-r

SCOREBOARD
First Region Soccer
Boys Soccer
All Times CDT
Wednesday
no games scherluvi
Today
Marshall Co at Calloway Co 7 p m
Christian Co a! Mayteld 7 p m
St Man/ at University Heights 7 30
pm
Girls Soccer
Wednesday
no pines
Today
St Mary al University Heights. 5 30
P
Marshall Co at Mayfield 6 p m
Calloway Co at Lone Oak 7 15 p m
Murray at Paducah Tilghman 7 15 p rn
First Region Volleyball
All Times CDT
Wednesday
no games scheduled
Today
Marshall Co at Ballard Memorial. 5
pm
Heath at Community Christian. 5 p m
Rekland at Carlisle C,o , 6 p m
Fulton City at Mayfield 6 p m
Murray at Fulton Co 7 p m
Lone Oak at Graves Co 7 p m
Melo, League Baseball
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
74 46 617
Tampa Bay
74 46 617
—
Boston
69 52 570 5 1/2
Toronto
63 57 525
11
Baltimore
42 79 34732 12
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
Minnesota
70 50 583
—
Chicago
65 55 542
5
Detroit
58 62 483
12
Kansas City
51 69 425
19
Cleveland
49 71 408
21
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
67 52 563
Los Angeles
60 61 496
Oakland
59 60 496
a
Seattle
20
48 73 397
Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay 8 Texas 6
Oakland 5 Toronto 4
N Y Yankees 9. Detroit 5
Seattle 6. Baltimore 5
Boston 7, L A Angels 5
Minnesota 7. Chicago White Sox 6

Kansas City 9 Cleveland 7
Thursday's Games
Detroit IPorceilo 5-10) at N Y Yankees
Hughes 14-5) 12 05 p m
Texas(C LAMM 9-9) al Baltirrore
IMatusz 4-12) 605 p m
L A Angels tE Santana 12-8) at Boston
(Beckett 3-21. 6 10 p m
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 11-9) at
Minnesota (Pavane 15-7) 7 10 p m
Cleveland (Talbot 8-10) al Kansas City
(Dawes 6-7) 7 10 p m
Tampa I3ay (Sonnanstre 3-1) at
12-5), 905 p m
Oakland
National League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GI3
71 49 592
Atlanta
Philadelphia
68 51 571 2 1.'2
Nev. Voik
11
60 60 500
Florida
59 60 49611 1,2
Washington
51 69 425
20
Central Division
W
L Pct GE1
Cincinnati
69 51 575
—
St Louis
65 53 551
3
Milwaukee
57 64 47112 1/2
Houston
52 67 43716 12
Chicago
50 71 41319 1,2
Pittsburgh
ao 80 333 29
West Division
W
L Pct GB
72 47 605
San Diego
—
San Francisco
67 54 554
6
Colorado
62 57 521
10
Los Angeles
61 60 504
12
Arizona
47 74 388
26
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee 3 St Louis 2
San Diego 5, Chicago Cubs 1
FlorKla 3. Pittsburgh 2
Philadelphia 8 San Francisco 2
Atlanta 3 Washington 2
N Y Mets 3. Houston 2, 14 innings
Cincinnati 11 Arizona 7
Colorado 3 L A Dodgers 2, 10 innings
Thursday's Games
Washington iLannan 4-5) at Atlanta
(DI owe 11-10).12 05pm
San Diego (Latos 12-5) at Chicago
Cubs (Zambrano 4-6), 1 20 p m
Florida ISanabia 1 1) at Pittsburgh
(Muholm 7-11). 6 05 p m
San Francisco IJ Sanchez 8-8) at
Philadelphia (tiamels 7-9). 6 05 p m
N Y Mets (Misch 0-1) at Houston
(Norris 5,7), 7 05 p.m
Cincinnati (Tr Wood 3-1) at Arizona
(J Saunders 12). 8 40 p m
Colorado (De La Rosa 4-3) at L A
Dodgers (Lilly 6-8) 9 10 p m

SportsBriefs
II Head coach Chris Hatcher and the Murray State football team will
a Meet the Racers Day at Stewart Stadium thiS Saturday. The
event will include a Little Racers camp and an autograph and picture
session with the 2010 Racer players and coaching staff. Registration for
the camp is at 9 a.m., then at 11 a.m. the event will move to the upper
concourse of the Regional Special Events Center where fans will have
an opportunity to meet Racer players.
hOS1

II Miller Mernonal Golf Course will host a six-week fall Junior Golf
Clinic on Monday evenings beginning Aug. 23. The program is designed
to teach children (age 14 and under) the basic fundamentals of golf. II
will be held Monday evenings (Aug. 23. 30: Sept. 13, 20. 27; and Oct.
4) from 5 p.m. to 6- 15 p.m. The clinic is limited to the first 20 paid
entries For more information. contact the golf course
• Bucs Baseball is looking for a few experienced players for its 12U
team for the 2011 season. If interested, please call Craig Johnson at
(270) 559-2205
IN Corvette Lanes announces the following schedule for league
meetings: Sunday Night Mixed Couples (Aug. 15, 6:30 p.m.), Thursday
Night Mixed (Aug. 19, 6.30 p m.i, Saturday Youth League (Aug. 21, 10
a.m.). Monday Night Men's (Aug. 23, 6:30 p.m.), Murray USBC
Association General Membership (Aug. 23, 7 p.m.). For more information, call Donna Darnell at 759-9246 or Corvette Lanes at 753-2202.

•MSU
From Page 9A

ing three straight shutouts as
MSU won the title at Morehead
State.
Isbell is part of a senior class
that includes Laken Dirkes
(Benton. Ky.), Rebecca Shultz
(Ft. Campbell. Ky.). Kalli McCoy
(Benton. Ky.). Katie Wilson(Fon
Wayne, Ind.), Audrey Wilson
(Garland, Texas) and Rachel
Longley
(Middlesbrough,

England).
After Friday's opener, the
Racers stay on the road for a
Sunday I p.m. contest at Saint
Louis.
The Racers are looking forward to their home opener in the
Racer Classic. MSU hosts South
Florida at Cutchin Field Aug. 27.
Southeast Missouri and Alabama
A&M will also play' in the MSU
event.
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MEET THE MAN CHARGED wnH
RESURRECTING A
ONCE PROUD RACER
FOOTB kLL PROGRAM

CHRIS HATCHER
COMPLETE WITH A NO EXCUSES
WIN NOW MENTALITY

10 'CALLOWAY COUNTY

11 MURRAY HIGH
photo hv KISER LOUGH

12 MURRAY STATE
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MARCUS HARRIS
The leader of a group of wide receivers that may be the most talented unit in the Ohio Valley Conference, Harris has been a
jack-of-all-trades for the Racers during his first three seasons, playing primarily at receiver but also serving as kick and punt
returner as well as backup quarterback. Harris led the team in receptions in 2009 and ranked second in yards. He also returned
a punt and a kickoff for a touchdown in the same game, the Racers' season-opening victory over Kentucky Wesleyan.

GAME CHANGERS
Football may be a fall sport, but fans may feel a tinge of spring this season
as local squads look for fresh starts and new directions. With that come
new gamechangers, fresh blood who look to take their teams to the next
level. Look for your team's preview to check out other players for the
Racers, Tigers and Lakers who might make an impact this fall.
"mg"

rift

TYLER
GREER

ito
AEA
ERIC BENSON / Special to the Ledger

ROBERT OLIVE
One-half of Murray's 300-pound tackle tandem, Olive was a
big key to the Tigers' 2009 success. The senior, who is receiving interest from Division I schools, will be the powerhouse
behind Murray's smashmouth rushing attack again this season as he anchors an uncommonly large and talented line.

Calloway County's
signal caller was
thrust into the spotlight as a freshman,
and provided a
glowing bright spot
for the Lakers in an
otherwise dark season. He spent summer days meeting
with coach josh
McKeel "just to talk
football" and throwing with top retuniing receiver Keaton
Starks.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

KIENAN CULLEN
One of two Preseason All-OVC selections from Murray State,
Cullen's highlights from 2()09 included going 14-for-17 on field
goals and booting a 72-yard punt against Tennessee Tech. He
hit a career-best 48-yard field goal against Southeast Missouri
and will be a field-position weapon for the Racers.

TOMMY DILLARD / I AT fill PHOTO
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he son of a high
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is been a
and punt
o returned
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iv State,
.7 on field
7ech.
Missouri

school coach,
born and raised lift
deep in the heart
of Georgia football country, 20-year-old
Chris Hatcher had done alright for himself.
Sure, he wasn't spending his Saturdays
between the hedges in Athens, nor was he leading
his team through the Tiger Walk down in Auburn, the
team he pulled hardest for as a child.
But Hatcher was doing the next best thing an undersized quarterback from Macon could hope for — lighting
up the scoreboards And stat books across NCAA
Division Il for ValdoSta State, all the while
providing a foundatiott for the south
Georgia program to eventually become one of the
most storied at
is See HATCHER
its level.
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Your Total Car Care Business
laspei Lngines
We do routine maintenani e on All %oil(

_115
EN6INES IRNISMISSIONS

We Install Quality NAPA Parts

MANAGEMENT AND STAFF: W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham and Ricky Cunningham

OW at

GOOD LUCK TEAMS''0

$

Office Technology Specialists
t'llPY

AX

PRIN1
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Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

Austin Peay vs Tenn. State
UT Martin vs Murray State
SEM° vs Eastern Illinois
Eastern Illinois vs EKU
SEMO vs Austin Peay
Tenn. Tech vs Tenn. State
Murray State vs E K U
Jacksonville vs E K U
Tenn. State vs UT Martin
Jacksonville vs Tenn. Tech

7:00 PM EST
7:00 PM EST
7:00 PM EST
7:00 PM EST
7:00 PM EST
7:00 PM EST
3:00 PM EST
7:00 PM EST
7:00 PH EST
7:00 PH EST

WARM' Elli IRK SWIM

Channel 81

•FREE DELIVERY •

Contact Our Murray Area Representative:

Jeremy C. Bell
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield. KY 42066
WWW.hdhappy.com

800-858-0492 • 270-247-5912
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KENTUCKY WILDCATS

Phillips, Cats hoping to keep it going
Many
challenges
face
Kentucky

WILDCATS

AT A GLANCE

By WILL GRAVES
AP Spoth Writer
I.EXING11)N.
A.P1
Sleep
tloesn't come eas to Joker Phillips
Ne‘er has.
Fuse hours a night and he•s
good

Six antl the kentuck \ coach

can harel hold his head
the afternoon
Considering
the
challenge
Phillips faces in his first !.e.ir on
the lob. getting too much sleep won't
.t ptoblem.
A tumbled quarterback situation
A rebuilt offensi‘e line A detense
that will be patchwork ITI 111,1CC.,
An insomnia-inducing schedule Oh
and espectations, not ion hishrit
reseised tot the ...11001's has
ketball team
Phillips is line with that. More
than fine. actuall!. the former player and longtime assistant who took
o‘er when Rich Btooks retired in
Januat, knows there ale worse
problems to has e than trilig to
get the Wildcat, to a bowl game
tor
Illth straight season
11.kli%e
The -17-eal
1111),
Franklin.
, ha. been mound the
program tor most ot the last 30
ears Ile's familiat with the pattern Short bursts of success followed b‘ long stretches ot
ot w oust. It's time lot a
change
t...11
cuthea1.- he \aid
-1,01
it v,e can get to ,t hov,I
rank: and hulk' on this thin!: this
year. I think we'll
really good
for a long lime
To do it the Wildcats will hase
to continue to build on a thellIC
finds he

up

poptIli111/4:t1
the
fo

program
change

HI•OilkS, who brought
hack

hum

people'
s

the

minds

dead.
about

k
he said, the Wildcats
would hase to start heating Nome
teams ti frasn•t beaten in a long

JONATHAN PALMER /

Kentucky quarterbacks, from left, Tyler Brause, Morgan Newton, Tyier Sargent Mike Hartline. and Ryan Mossakowski wait to have their photo taken during media day at Commonwealth Stadium in Lexington Friday, Aug. 6.
time
checked SIA power,
Geolgia and I St' 00 mat Ira din
kno\ss
mg. Brooks' tentue.
it's time to add Honda. South Cal
Ana and leimessee hi the list
-It used to he some ot the team,
thought tbri call count that then
Ricky .ts IV' tight oit the bat:
he said -People e‘peit iv. to win
,)1 Mose games nov,
To do
the v,1 1,1,:ats \sin 11,1‘e
at gnat _
to inki .orne
terback Senior Ntike Ilartline starts
training camp as the de lacto starlet
mostly by default. Ile has the most
esperience. but Phillips has lett lit
Ile doubt it's a
I .1lT
e IN,101

IHAVIiCen I ari I file. Ni

gan Newton and iidsliiii lieshmati

Ryan Mossakov.skt
Newton's mobili0, could we
him an edge, pal
while
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the need for the Wild...its to be
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difficult lo come by.
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wide iecei \ el !Cm

This year is critical. For us, if we can get to a
bowl game and build on this thing this year, I y
think we'll be really good for a long time,
-- Joker Phillips
First-year Kentucky head coach
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2009 Record: 7-6, 3-5
Southeastern Conference
Offense: Multiple
Defense: 4-3
Starters returning/lost:
12/12
Lettermen returningilost:
43/30
Key players: Quarterback
Mike Fiartline. wide receiver
Randall Cobb. quarterback
Morgan Newton, running back
Derrick Locke. linebacker
Ricky Lumpkin, defensive end
DeQuin Evans, cornerback
Danny Trevathan. safety
Winston Guy.
Coach: Joker Phillips (first
season at Kentucky. overall)
Schedule:
S4 at Louisville
SIl WESTERN KENTUCKY
S18 AKRON
S25 at Florida
02 at Ole Miss
09 AUBURN
016 SOUTH CAROLINA
023 GEORGIA
030 at Mississippi State
N6 CHARLESTON STHRN.
N13 VANDERBILT
N27 at Tennessee
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LOUISVILLE CARDINALS

Strong, Cardinals starting from scratch
Disciplino
makes
return to
UL football
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By WILL CRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky.. (AP)
The
noise from construction workers
putting the finishing touches on
the expansion project at Cardinals
Stadium filters through thg midsummer haze. a CO11%1.1111 serIC's
clangs and crashes that is a perfect metaphor tor a Louisville football program trying to rebuild.
A hundred yards away. Charlie
Strong is drowning all ot it out.
Thc man charged with returning the Cardinals to prominence
stands in the middle of the practice ield. It's early. It's hot And
he's angry.
Unhappy' with the energy level,
Strong orders his players to the
sideline tor a series of sprints. Again
and again the Cardinals run.
Strong's hoarse voice inging them
to dig deeper.
Discipline is back at Louiss
Players Call get into trouble rot
everything from parking in the
wrong spot in the player's lot to
walking
instead of %punting
to the next drill.
"File attention to detail is phenomenal and it's everywhere." said
Louis% [Ile athletic director Tom
lunch "Whether Ws where the rowgls are in the locker room to the
T-shirts itt the logos to the weight
room, ttt the strength and conditioning policies. Everything.Wins may take awhile longer
for a team that's been in treefall
since winning the Orange Bowl four
seasons ago.
Strong is OK with that. The longtime Florida delensise coordinator spent the last 25 years working toward an opportunity to
tvecome a head coach. He•s well
aware of the vinues of patience.
even
his runs out from lime to

CARDINALS
AT A GLANCE
2009 Record: 4-8, 1-6 Big
East
Offense: Multiple
Defense: 4-3
Starters returning/lost.
15/10
4
L4
att
2e
3rmen returning/lost:

GARRY JONES / AP
First-year Louisville football coach Charlie Strong gestures as he talks
to the media about
his Cardinals' squad during a media day press conference in Louisville Tuesday,
Aug. 10.

dd

The attention to
detail is monumental and
it's everywhere. y y
— Charlie Strong
First-year Louisville head
coach
iime
s atter being lined to replace
I
Steve Kragihorpe last December,
Strong held a closed-Lloor meeting with the team that featured
- paint-at -111C- Wall rant in
lA1114:11
openly questioned the program's toughness
Fight months later, the transformation is well under way. It
better he it the depth-depleted Cat dinals %sant to be considered a threat

itie Big Last
"%X hat tie sass goes because the
dude has won ss here's er he•s been.senior quarter back Justin Burke
said "Ise been mound a kit iil
i:OJCIIt's Ill the Iasi live years and
he's pretty much the best
Loins% ille ssas picked to knish
last in the league. L.0ming ori
1 8 season in which it hardly
iesembled the powerhouse that
Lame ss ithin a second-halt meltdov. against Rutgers horn playing tor thc national title in 2006.
the road back will be humpy.
rhele JAC gilt:ARM, e‘erywhere,
from quarterback to the offensive
line to the detensise trout seven.
Strong is making suie everyone
gets a CILIIICC to provide an answer
Outside of J tem. select play
ers. nobody 's job es sale
'IAA. need to go and 1 Ind a
quarterback," Strong said "At %side

receiver. some guy s need to conic
on. rhe fest 01 Mom: positions C
going to continue to open up and
let guys compete. l'on have tit
compete. That's when you told
out who guys are.'The process could take awhile
Burke. Adam Froman and sophomore Will Stem will all get a
chance at quarterback. though Fro
Malls
could gist: him a
leg up while playing behind a
rebuilt ottensise line
Running back Victor Anderson
slumped as a sophomore due to
injury. lfe•s back. a little leaner.
a little quicker and .1 little brasher. He raised eyebrows when he
announced "Louis% ille is backrecently. Hey. you got to start
somewhere. right?
"We know people aren't talking about us." he said "We know
that's something vse need to

•
•
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We can't be worried about what
other people are saying.the speedy Anderson and the
sturdier Bilal Powell will be asked
to take some ot the pressure oil
the quarterbacks. They'll also try
to kick start an offense that has
sagged. Louisville was second in
the Football Bowl Subdivision in
total offense four years ago. Last
year the ('ardinals were 9Ist.
The scoreboard-tilting numbers
Louisville had under former coach
Bobby Petrillo helped put the toot ball program on equal footing taith
Rick Primo'. men's basketball team.
Thc school approved expansion al
Cardinals Stadium to .55014) short
iy. after winning the Orange Boss]
Three years later. tht. !oh

11
11
W
1
You

cow itx,e RIICER
r/GERS

Key players: Quarterback
Adam Froman, running back
Victor Anderson, wide receiver
Doug Beaumont, linebacker
Brandon Heath, cornerback
Johnny Patrick, defensive end
Greg Scruggs.
Coach: Charlie Strong (first
season at Louisville, overall)
Schedule:
S4 KENTUCKY
S11 EASTERN KENTUCKY
S18 at Oregon State
02 at Arkansas State
09 MEMPHIS
015 CINCINNATI
023 CONNECTICUT
030 at Pittsburgh
N6 at Syracuse
N13 SOUTH FLORIDA
N20 WEST VIRGINIA
N26 at Rutgers

r ;
4

Sure, you know some folks NV
always "look out for number one,
but doesn't it really feel better when
you're working together as part of
a team? In the game of life, it's good
to know you have strong members on
your team, like the professionals at
The Murray Bank.
()ur knowledgeable staff will assist
you in scoring points financially, by
helping you make wise decisions.

The Murray Bank and you —
note that's a winning team!
Member FDIC

1
Mur
T ray Bank
he

The value of teamwork!
4115 South 12'" Street • 700 North 12t" Street • 270-75:1-5626
24 Hour Account Info 1-877-965-11Z2

Online Banking - www.themurraybank.com
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CLASS 2A, DISTRICT 1
CALDWELL COUNTY
TIGERS
Coach: David Barnes
Last season: 4-7 overall. 1-3 in 2A District 1
Key players: Blake
Hodges (Si QB DB).
Brandon Sigler (Sr ,
RB LB)
Outlook: Sigler and
Hodges give Caldwell
experience at the skill

No. 1? Not yet, but
District 1 on the rise

positions in their patented spread. but the Tigers
will be young on the line.
Caldwell will look to
reverse its luck after losing three games last year
by six points or less.
Dates to watch: vs.
Lone Oak (Sept. 17); at
Trigg Co. (Oct. 1)

HEATH
PIRATES
Coach: Cory Tilford
Last season: 4-7 overall. 2-2 in 2A District 1
Key players: Jarrett
Rice (Jr ,
OB,PBWR,LB). Cody
Ratenberry (Jr.. OL LB)
Outlook: Heath loses
all-everything QB Tra
Tharp. but they return

experience and size on
the line. There is competition between Rice and
Kyle Vannerson for the
QB spot. The Pirates will
also have to replace
speed in the secondary.
Dates to watch: vs.
Trigg Co. (Oct. 15); at
Lone Oak (Oct. 29)

REIDLAND
GREYHOUNDS
Coach: Jon Hedges
Last season: 4-6 overall 0 ,1 in 2A District 1
Key players: Collin
Spink (Jr. RB LB). Carlos
Rayburn (Sr , RB/DB)
Outlook: Hedges helped
the Greyhounds to their
most successful season
in years in 2009. and

Reidland returns nearly
everyone. but debuts a
new QB. The offense will
still be run-oriented. but
should be more balanced. Making the playoffs and escaping the
cellar is the goal
Dates to watch: vs.
Heath (Sept. 24)

TRIGG COUNTY
WILDCATS
Coach: Shannon
Burcham
Last season: 7-5 overall; 3-1 in 2A District 1
Key players: Akeem
Wilson (Sr.; RB/DL).
Andrew Stewart (Sr.:
01311.13)
Outlook: The Wildcats
switched from spread to
ball control midway
through last season, and

the result was a sixgame win streak Wilson
and Stewart are both
returning starters and the
Wildcat defense is
staunch — it held Murray
to its lowest point total of
the season. Replacing
two Ali-WKC linemen will
be key.
Dates to watch: at
Mayfield (Aug. 28)

Murray sits at top of more balanced district field
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
ore. no District 1 team has
advanved beyond the state
quarterlmals in Class 2A
since realignment three years
ugo.
But that doesn't stop Reidland head coach Jon Hedgefrom calling the five-team
grouping one ()I the best among the 2A
state landscape.
His reasoning? District 1 hasn't gotten the recognition it deserves because
its teams have been blocked from advancing deep into the playoffs over the past
three years. The culprit? One teain and
one team alone
Fort Campbell. a District 2 member which just so happens to
own all three 2A state titles since realignment.
Muiray nearly put the class' westernmost district on the map last season by
playing Fort Campbell its closest game
of the season before falling in the quarterfinals.
That game. [ledges says. proves District I is :is good as anv other district
in the state at the (Op.
BLit what about the bottom? Hedges'
Greyhounds will have something to say
for that as they attempt to climb out of
their w.ell-worn post at the bottom of
the standings.
In his first year on the job in 2(X19.
the Murray alumnus helmd Reidland
improve from a 1-9 year to 4-6. Nearly everyone from that squad returns.
Couple a Greyhound teani that should
no longer he a pushover with Trigg C'ounly and Caldwell County teams who are
experienced at the skill positions. and
District I is looking awfully balanced
these days.
"Our district from top to bottom. is
going to be a tough district to come out
of." says Caldwell coach David Barnes.
"I feel like we have one of the tougher
districts in the state. and 2A football is
pretty tough. But to advance out of the
you.se got to get past Fort Camp

MLT lile photos

(ABOVE) Reidland quarterback Josh Herndon attempts to evade two
Murray defenders during a game last season. After riding the bench for
two years, Herndon. a junior, will take over the starting role this year.
(BELOW) Heath defensive tackle Ben Gill (76) holds on to Calloway
County quarterback Tyler Greer. Heath will have to compensate for the
loss of all-everything senior Tra Tharp.
hell. arid we hitsen't done nut.This could be the year. Still ultra-talented, the Falcons suffered heavy losses
from the 2009 team that rolled over
Louisville DeSales 29-9 in the state title
game. All-everything quarterback Antonio Andrews will suit up for Air Force
this fall. and Andrews is just one of the
stable of athletes Fort Campbell must
replace.
Both Barnes and Hedges point to size
on the line and carryover from last season's good vibes as reasons why. Murray is the most likely team to knock off
NI See 2A. 88
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CLASS 4A, DISTRICT 1

r
se

Retooled Flash get
nod on reputation

field

State runners-up have holes to fill at QB,line

t

MLT file photos

evade two
le bench for
this year.
to Calloway
isate for the
3
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HOPKINS CO.CENTRAL
STORM

By TOMMY DILIARD
Sports Editor
ack I laskins thinks Hopkins Count) Central may he the ht..st team
in Class 4A's District I going
into opening night Aug. 211.
The Lone Oak head coach's
reasoning is logical
Hopkins
Central is the only team in the
district to return the core ot its
2009 team. a squad that finished
4-7 but showed marked improvement. losing by a combined six points
its final two games of the season.
But Haskins won't have much luck
finding anyone else to agree with his
assessment of the pecking order in 4A's
westernmost grouping. Judging trout his
Lone Oak team's 2009 pertomance.
which the Purple Flash. picked to finish
no higher than second in the distnct, CaIIIC
within three points
a state championship.
This year. no matter how many holes
Haskins' club may seem to have on paper.
they're the delault favorite.
MLT file photo
"You'd have to put Loite Oak at the
top,- says Calloway County head coach (ABOVE) Lone Oak linebacker Payton Harris (24) reaches for Calloway
Josh McKeel, whose team fell to both the County running back Austin Hargrove during a game last season. Harris
Flash and Hopkins Central last year. -They're and his teammates advanced all the way to the Class 4A state champistate runners-up and they've heen to the onship game.
state championship two of the last three (BELOW) Hopkins County Central quarterback Jessie Almon is corralled
years. Coach Haskins is obviously doing by a host of Calloway County defenders. Almon
will be backup quartersome gtxtd things over there.back and utility man this season as Lucas Crawley returns to start.
Lone Oak went to the state title game
-We just liakl
bunch ot gto, v.ho
in 2007 behind the record-shattenng Jun
of Corey Robinson. who is in competition bought into the program. Vve didn't have
for the starting quarterback spot at Troy any superstars. just a hunch of good high
this fall. and posted a 10-2 mark in 2008 school football players who Made a tremenbehind uher-athletic signal caller Jamarielle dous Mort.Of course the assertion that the Purple
Brown.
In 2009. the Flash did it without a Flash didn't have any stars is up for debate.
superstar-caliber player whose reputation Linebacker Chayton Thacker, offensive linepreceded the team. Furthermore. Haskins' man Jacob Porter and defensive hack Matt
club did it when everyone else had point- Starks were all named All-State hy the('ouner-Journal.
ed to Calloway as the district favorite.
fla,kins had three more All-State hon
"I think wc showed last year what a
team can do," said Haskins, a longtime orahle mention selections on his rostei.
veteran of the high schtxil football side- none ol whom return this season.
lines who coached at Calloway in the
See 4A. 813
1984s.
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Coach: Zach Hibbs
Last season: 4-7 overall.
1-1 in Class 4A. District 1
Key players: Lucas
Crawley (Sr . QB/DB),
Jessie Almon (Sr..
QB/DB), Micah Roier
(Sr . WRiRB/DB). Jace
Oldham (Sr . LB)
Outlook: Hopkins County
Central returns a veteran
team after last year's
bonafide rebuilding project under then first-year
coach Zach Hibbs Lucas
Crawley returns at starting quarterback atter an
injury kept him out of
Hopkins Central's final
four games. Almon will be
the Storm's biggest utility
player. starting in the
defensive backfield and

also playing receiver. but
he's a capable backup
OB with a distnct win
over Calloway to his
name last season With
the losses Lone Oak suffered, the experienced
Storm are a dark horse
for the district title, but
Hibbs can't say enough
about his respect for
Lone Oak and Haskins.
Schedule:
A20 CRITTENDEN CO
A28 at Herrin (III.)
S3 at Caldwell Co.
S10 TRIGG CO.
S17 at Boonville (Ind.)
S24 at Bardstown
01 MAD N. HOPKINS
015 at Lone Oak
022 CALLOWAY CO.
029 at Union Co.

LONE OAK
PURPLE FLASH
Coach: Jack Haskins
Last season: 14-1 overall: 2-0 in Class 4A.
District 1
Key players: Joe Starks
(Jr.: WR/DB), Felix Colon
(Jr.: WR/DB), Jared Hill
(Jr.: WR/DB), Tyler
Presnell (Jr: QB/DB)
Outlook: Lone Oak's
losses were heavy from
2009's state runner-up
squad, but since Jack
Haskins nas been in
town, the Purple Flash
have been able to reload
at will. They'll enter the
2010 season as the
favorites based on reputation, but there is work
to be done Haskins
must replace nearly his
entire offensive and
defensive fronts and
debut a new quarterback
in junior Tyler Presnell.
As usual with a Haskinsled team, Lone Oak will
make much of its living

through the air. but the
coach says his team will
strike a similar balance
to last season. which
saw Lone Oak focus
more on the running
game than in years past.
The Purple Flash lose a
special teams weapon in
All-State honorable mention kicker Jack Coorts.
Haskins says his squad
should be big, if not
experenced on the line.
and have plenty of speed
in the secondary.
Lexington Catholic provides an early test.
Schedule:
A20 at Ballard Memorial
A27 REIDLAND
S3 at Marshall Co.
S10 at Lexington Cath.
S17 at Caldwell Co.
S24 GRAVES CO.
01 at Green Co.
08 CALLOWAY CO.
015 HOP. CO. CENT.
029 HEATH
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▪ Lakers
Fican Page 10B
on the
4:41-1.
12.tRid
options do 00,1 at running back. including
hard-nosed sertio: Michael Treadt% a% and
speedy freshman Zack
The otlensite line %%a• supposed to be
Calloway 's most experienced unit last year.
but ended up as the one with the 1110•1
111011 and 011110Ver. thank'. 1110sily ll) injuries.
Because of those setbacks. how.e% er. se‘cid! players come into 2010
Of
C perICnCe on the line, \\here Nicked
he vt ill be fielding the biggest unit ot
ienUIV
SenlOr 300-p0Und taCkle .111Slin DOVOIN
baCk as the line's lone returning starter \tittle
the Laker. Lit ill ask sophomore Al Mercado it) hold down the other tackle position.
Junior Dustin Haney and senior 'Trace,
Manning will man the guard slots vtith sophomore Bailey Futrell loeked in at center.
Freshman Marcus Manning and junior- Jared
Paschall. who will start the season on the
sidelines due to injury. should also see time.
"headway. a three-year starter at defensi%e end. is the most experienced returnee
on that sidt: of the ball. but each position
has its leaders.
At linebacker. it's senior Ciabriel Martin.
known for his high-energy style. while
Friedrich and Starks will lead a secondary

•Tigers
From Page 11B
crop includes seniors Cedric Cherry and Alex
Stephens and first-year player Mane Foster,
a standout on the basketball team.
The line is where everything starts for
Duncan's offense. and though Murray loses
one-half of its 300-pound tackle tandem in
Lonnie Martin, the other half, ()live. returns
to anchor the unit.
The Tigers still have plenty of size and
experience as 275-pound seniors Anthony Banderas and Garrett Wright return. Also stepping up into starting roles will be juniors
Rtxiney Skinnei and Travis Moore.
"The line is a strength for us, but there's
a few teams who will match up with us
size-wise." Duncan said.
The Tigers suffered more losses defensively than offensively, especially. from their
talented secondary. Leading tackler Brandon
Wicks is gone. but Christian Duncan will
lead a defensive backfield that is still highly athletic.
"He's really good at recognizing things
in the secondary, and he can make a lot of
calls for us," Steve Duncan says of his son,
who is Murray's top returning tackler. "We're
counting on him to come up and make tackles, and we•re going to ask that of the rest
of our secondary. too."
The rest of the secondary will consist of
Kendall Deese, Cherry, Fields and Foster.
Aside from his son, Steve Duncan will
also look to Matt Deese for leadership from

& & For the most part,
we've left last season in the
past. But we think about
it as a motivating thing.

el

— Keaton Starks
CCHS senior WR/DB
that N.IcKeel calls the strength ol the defense.
"Our tront seven is fairly untested. but
our secondary is athletic and th..,y can make
plays." McKee! says.
Also figuting in to the bacl.field will he
"Thompson and sophomore Andy Fraher. The
Lakers will he especially. young at linebacker with Martin the only. returnee. Sophomore Ste% en Treadway. freshmen Robert
Pruitt and Dannis Seay anti senior Tyler
E% ans %%ill all compete for playing time.
defensive line personnel will resemble that of the offense. with the addition of
qaning defensive tackle Austin Trotter.
Schvtetiman, a junior, will handle field
goals. extra points and kickoffs and enters
the season as one of the top kickers in the
area. He may also handle punting duties.
but the position is open for competition.

•4A
From Page 7B
the regular season at the
National Select 7-on-7 ChamLout.(
V. ill debut a new
starting quarterback in junior pionships in Hoover. Ala.. in
Tyler Presnell and will need July. where they lined up
to rebuild its offensive and against some ot the top teams
delensive lines in 2010. The from around the South.
It was an imitation HaskFlash lost eight starters on
defense. the unit which Hask- ins said he believed came
ins calls his biggest concern. about due to the team's growHaskins say..his line will ing statev)ide reputation as an
actually be bigger this year. elite passing squad.
"I've never been around
but %%heftier it can provide
adequate protection for Pres- that many athletes at one time."
nell. who Haskins says has a Haskins say.s. "... I think with
strong Jinn but will likely go us leading the state the past
through an adjustment peri- three years in touchdown passod. remains to be seen.
es. word has kind of gotten
Lone Oak does return a out. We %%ere honored just to
healthy crop of receiters, and go there and compete."
Presnell will have plenty of
For Hopkins Central. the
reliable hands to throw to 2009 season harbored plenty
including juniors Joe Starks of growing pains. but secand Felix Colon.each of whon) ond-year head coach Zach
were good tor more than 700 Hibbs may. get to reap the
rewards sooner rather than
y•ards last season.
Those same players will later.
give the Rash plenty of speed
The Storni return leading
in the secondary. which Hask- rusher Antinio Nance (only a
ins says will be the strength sophomore) as well as quarof his defense.
terback Lucas Crawley and
Lone Oak's skill players utility. man Jessie Almon. who
got an early. test unlike any earned several starts at quarthey •re likely to see during terback late in the season and

torched Calloway for more
than 1110 yards on the ground
while throwing two touchdown
passes.
With the heavy. losses suffered by Calloway from a
disappointing 2009 season. the
Lakers are left looking up at
the Flash and Storm in the
preseason rankings.
But in a three-team district. anything is possible. In
a Ill-game season, playoff
seedings will be established
on just two nights in October.
In 201 I. however. the threeteam grouping could jump to
five as Greenwood moves
down from Class 6A and
newly-formed Warren South
joins up. a move that would
cause the district to span more
than 120 miles across nearly
half of the state from west
to east.
Lone Oak's impending consolidation with Reidland and
Heath to form McCracken
County complicates matters.
however, and KHSAA hasn't
yet aligned districts for the
coming two-year period.

dd

After we lost to (Fort
Campbell) so bad my sophomore
year, it didn't feel as bad. But
the way we lost to them last
year, it just made it hurt that
much worse, and it left us hungry to get a state championship this year."

77

— Matt Deese
MHS senior RB/LB
the linebacker position, where he'll team up
with sophomore Kade Cullop and juniors
Torrence Williams and Ian Heskett.
The defensive line will closely resemble
the offensive line.
In the kicking game, the Tigers will be
starting from scratch after losing talented placekicker Jordan Benton and punter Jeremy
Curd.
"Those guy-s were great," says Duncan.
"Jordan Benton could do it all. and Jeremy
Curd was a good punter, too. I was always
confident with those guys."
Junior Carson Greifenkamp and sophomore Alex Ward will be asked to fill those
shoes.

•2A
From Page 6B
the Falcons.
But Murray chief Steve
Duncan disagrees with his
counterparts'
preseason
assessment of the district
pecking order, calling Trigg
and Caldwell co-favorites.
Heath may be District I's
only team not on the rise.
The Pirates knocked off Caldwell to finish third in the
grouping last year. but will
have to replace do-everything quarterback Tra Tharp,
who led the team in rushing, passing, interceptions
and tackles last year and
was also crucial on special
teams.
Reidland will be the squad
which debuts the highest
number of returnees, as Murray. must replace 1,400-yard
rusher Brandon Wicks as well
as talented receivers and
defensive backs.
Trigg and Caldwell's losses were mostly in the trenches, and neither team will be

able to match Murray's size,
but both coaches say they
are happy vvith the upcoming depth in their lines.
Smaslynotrth football
A few short years ago, District 1 was a wide-open
spread league. Fans went to
games expecting footballs to
fly. and did they ever.
Duncan was the first of
the district's coaches to stray
away from the spread, converting the Tigers to the allbut-forgotten
wishbone
offense when he was hired
prior to the 2008 season.
Reidland became a rundominated team when Hedgcs
took over last fall, and Trigg
abruptly
switched
from
spread to ball control halfway
through last season.
Heath and Caldwell were
the only two squads that
remained spread teams last
year. and no one is quite
sure what the Pirates will
elect to do in the post-Tharp
era.

But Barnes, for one, is
sticking to his guns.
"We feel like trying to
work against what we do,
unless you do it all the time,
is hard to do." said the Caldwell coach. "It could be an
advantage. and it's one of
the reasons we run this
offense.After a trend to more wideopen spread offenses in high
school football in the past
decade. the balance now
seems to have shifted back
to the running game, something that comes as no sur•
prise to Hedges, who played
his prep ball on a smashmouth-style Murray team.
"Everybody's got to have
a foundation, and the running game helps you control the time part of the
game, and slow down a lot
of speed defenses," he said.
"I think you're seeing now,
to win playoff games. you
have to be able to run the
ball.-
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A look at Chns Hatcher s record through ten
years as a head coach
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

School

Record

Valdosta Stale
Valdosta State
Valdosta State
Valdosta State
Valdosta Stab
Vaklosta State
Valdosta Stale
Georgia Southern
Georgia Southern
Georgia Southern
Murray State

10-2
12-1
14-1"
10-2
13-1'
9-3
8-2
7-4
6-5
5-6
???

'— NCAA DIVM10f1 II National Champions
— NCAA Division II National

Championship runne•-up

his tenure, Hatcher says he started a lineup peppered with predominantly freshmen and sophomores.
His firing inrunediately after a season-ending victory over The Citadel
last November came as a surprise
to nearly everyone associated with
the program.
In his stead, GSU hired Georgia Tech assistant Jeff Monken.
who aims to bring the school back
to its triple-option roots.
"In a three-year period playing
freshmen and sophomores, we had
a winning record, and we got our
APR up," Hatcher says. "This year
would have been the first year we
would have had our full allotment
of scholarships.
"From my standards, we failed
because we didn't win them all.
But in what I was asked to do by
the adtninistration there, we were
very successful. The problem is, they
changed their minds in the middle
of our rebuilding process."
But Hatcher isn't at Murray
State to relive the past.
He's here, on a basketball-crazy
campus in a basketball-crazy state,
to attempt to do just what he did
at Valdosta — provide the roots
for consistent winning at a school
whose football tradition is spotty.
If he succeeds, he'll build a future
for both himself and the program.

From Page 128
spread offense, the Racers will hang their
hats on a talented crew of wide receivers
that includes Preseason All-OVC senior Marcus Harris. as well as returnees Rashad
Daniels. Patrick Robertson and Daniel Ard.
Hatcher calls receiver the only position
at which the Racers have adequate depth,
and it's a good thing, considering his offense
revolves around getting the ball to his playmakers in the open field.
"That's the strength of our team," he
says. "Those guys are the playmakers, and
that's the reason you'll see us throw a lot
of quick passes out there to them. We'll let
them try to break some tackles. then we'll
suck 'em up and throw it deep."
Other receivers who could see time include
redshirt freshman Arthur Brackett at flanker
and juniors Ja-Vonta Trotter, Dexter Durrante and Hannibal Beauford in the slot.
Senior Alex Estes and true freshman
Drew Hall could also figure into the mix.
The Racers will need to develop a rushing game to go along with their passing
attack. something that was an Achilles heel
for Muiray State throughout the Griffin era.
The Racers struggled to run the ball last
season. finishing last in the league in rushing offense, averaging just 67.9 yards per
game and only 2.2 per carry.
Junior Prince Nwagbara is the incumbent rusher. He carried for 163 yards in
2009 but will be pushed by junior Dexter
Barnett and junior-college transfer Mike Harris, who signed with Arkansas out of high
school.
The offensive line was also a wealuiess
for Murray State last season, but the Racers should be more experienced as they
return four players who saw significant

For its first-yeai head coach,
Murray State represents a second
chance. and Hatcher has no qualms
about being blunt with his reasons
for being here.
"The honest answer is that they
needed a coach and I needed a
job," he said. "I had some opportunities to go to some BCS schools
and be an assistant, but I have a
good staff. and I wanted to be a
head coach."
Hatcher brings with him his
patented "Hatch Attack" offense.
the foundation for which he picked
up while serving as a quarterbacks
and receivers coach under Hal
Mumme at Kentucky from 199799.
He lists Mumme as one of his
chief lactical influences, but says
his father, Edgar Hatcher, is his
idol.
By virtue of being Edgar's son,
young Chris got to tag along when
his dad would take Mount de Sales
High School players on recruiting
visits to games at places such as
Aubum and Florida State.
He even remembers meeting legendary Aubum coach Pat Dye on
a trip to the Plains.
Edgar recently retired after 42
years of coaching, but many of
his philosophies and habits live on
through Chris.
"Hal Mumme definitely had a
lot of influence on me. and Gene
McDowell gave me my first job
(as a quarterbacks and tight ends
coach at Central Florida in 19961,
but my dad was really the one I
looked up to," he said. "There
wasn't anyone else I wanted to
emulate.
"... I first used the term 'Hatch
Attack' when they asked me what
I was going to run at Valdosta
State. It describes our offense, but
it's really just the philosophy of
playing as hard as you can and
always expecting to win. Those
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
are the things my philosophy is Chris Hatcher keeps a watchful
eye over his team during
built off of."
the Racers' camp-ending scrimmage.

action last year.
Junior Dylan Mundella, who started nine
games and played both guard positions during 2009, is the most veteran. True freshman Harris Bivin,an Owensboro Apollo alumnus, will get the starting nod at center.
"If there's one position that's difficult to
play as a freshman, it's the offensive line,"
Hatcher says. "Right now, we don't get a
lot of sleep over those guys, but we have
five who are playing well, and I feel that,
in time, they're going to be a solid group."
On defense, Hatcher says he is still looking for leadership to emerge. The greatest
loss the Racers suffered to graduation last
year was that of two-time All-American
Austen Lane, who is suiting up for the
Jacksonville Jaguars this fall.
Junior lama! Crook will attempt to fill
those shoes as a third-year starter, and the
Racers get Blake Booth back after the fifthyear senior missed the entirety of the 2809
season with an injury. Junior defensive tackle Lamar Theus will anchor the interior
line.
Senior Zach Kutch will be a four-year
starter at linebacker while senior Harry McCall
makes the transition to linebacker after
spending 2009 as a safety. The Racers have
three experienced cornerbacks — senior John
Jean-Baptiste and juniors Nathan Brinkley
and Darrell Davis.
Preseason All-OVC selection Kienan
Cullen will anchor the special teams and
perform both kicking and punting duties
Murray State boasted one of the top
retum units in the OVC a year ago and
retum the leader of that group — Marcus
Harris. Harris led the league with a 26.8yard return average on 23 kickoff retums
last season.

SCOUTING REPORT

DATE
9-2
9-11
9-18
9-25
10-2
10-9
10-23
10-30
11-6
11-13
11-20

Offensive formation:
Spread
Defensive formation:
4-3
2009 Overall record:
3-8
2009 Conference
record/standing: 26/7th
Offensive starters
returning/lost: 4/7
Defensive starters
returning/lost: 7/4
Head coach: Chris
Hatcher (1st season)
Outlook: The Racers
were picked to finish
last in the conference
in preseason voting by
coaches and sports
information directors.
Murray State's schedule isn't a favorable
one, either. The

OPPONENT
TIME
at Kent State
6 p.m.
SE MISSOURI'
6 p.m.
at Central Arkansas 6 p.m.
'TENN -MARTIN *
6 p.m.
at Jacksonville St.'
6 p.m.
MISSOURI STATE
3 p.m.
at Eastern Illinois' 1:30 p.m.
al Eastern Kentucky' 2 p.m.
TENNESSEE TECH• 1 p.m.
at Austin Peay'
1 p.m.
TENNESSEE STATE' 1 p.m.

'Eastern Illinois
Ternessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
UT Martin
Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Murray State
Southeast Missoun St
'Jacksonvitle State

6-2
5-3
5-3
4-4
3-4
3-5
2-6
1-7
6-1

8-4

6-5
5-6
5-6
4-7
4-7
3-8
2-9
8-3

• — confere.nce champion
'—
for conference championship or postseason play

TENNESSEE VOLUNTEERS

Turnover leaves Vols
'zero depth anywhere'
By BETH RUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Tennessee's
depth chart isn't very deep.
And first-year coach Derek Dooley is
more than just slightly concerned.
"I'm petrified of our depth," first-year
coach Derek Dooley said. "We have zero
depth anywhere, except on our training
staff."
Attrition from two coaching turnovers
in two years. offseason discipline and academic issues and injuries to probable starters
has left the Volunteers' depth chart in dire
straits.
Tennessee lost 12 starters from last season and entered fall camp needing a starting quarterback. more depth on both the
offensive and defensive lines, and more
experience in the defensive secondary.. Since
then, the team has lost two potential defensive line starters to injury and could lose
a few promising young defensive backs if
they're not cleared by the NCAA.
Once perennial contenders in the Southeastern Conference's East Division, Tennessee

has been picked to finish fourth in the East
behind Florida, Georgia and South Carolina. The Vols finished 7-6 last season widi
a luss to Virginia Tech in the Chick-fil-A
They've have been through too much in
the past year to let a few personnel losses and low expectations get them down,
though. They stuck together when a number of their teammates were reported to be
involved in a massive bar brawl that left
two men injured.
If anything, the offseason embarrassments and going through the firing of Phillip
Fulmer in 2008 and the departure of Lane
Kiffin in January has made the team more
resilient.
"It's a little bit of adversity, and I think
our team has handled adversity well. I
know our seniors have been through a lot,
but I think that's going to make us better
leaders for the team this year," senior defensive end Chris Walker said.
Tennessee's 2010 schedule is tough enough
that it's bound to cause a few more bumps
for a team in the throes of rebuilding.

•Kentuclv

SCHEDULE

2009 OVC
STANDINGS

dnesdays

Chris Hatcher
By the Numbers

•Racers

• -Cesignates Ohio Valley
Conference Games
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From Page 38
Hatcher got his wish in 2000
when Valdosta State offered him
his first head coaching job just
five years after he had graduated
from the school.
Success seemed to follow him
in whatever he did.
He led the Blazers to a gaudy
76-12 record over six seasons, won
the national championship in 2004
and was named National Coach of
the Year by the American Football Coaches Association.
After that season, he became a
hot coaching commodity, and eventually decided to leave his alma
mater for Georgia Southem. one
of the most dominant programs in
I-AA football. and one step closer to big-time college football.
Knowing what he knows today.
Hatcher says he would have stayed
right where he was.
"Leaving Valdosta really was a
tough decision," he says. "(Georgia Southern) was two hours away
from my hometown. and it was a
step up in the coaching ranks. If
I wanted to move up, that was
the ideal spot to go."
At first, all was well in Statesboro. Hatcher went 7-4 in his first
season, but the Eagles fell to 6-5
in 2f)08. In 2009, after suffering
through a 5-6 year, Georgia Southem announced his firing.
Depending on to whom you listen. you get a different interpretation of the progress made at GSU
under Hatcher's reign.
The facts are this: When he
arrived, Hatcher. the school's third
coach in 13 months, was charged
with carrying on the administration's
decision to drift away from the
triple-option offense that had defined
the Eagles to a more conventional offensive scheme.
He was forced to operate under
NCAA scholarship penalties for all
three years of his tenure due to
Georgia Southem's poor APR (Academic Performance Rating) ratings.
During the final two years of

Racers don't face a
non-Division I team
this year (usually an
easy victory), and they
have to travel not only
to 1-A Kent State but
also to Central
Arkansas, one of the
strongei teams in 1-AA
last season. The conference portion of the
schedule doesn't get
much easier. The
Racers must face each
of the top three teams
in the conference on
the road (Jacksonville
State, Eastern Illinois
and Eastern
Kentucky). Murray
State doesn't play a
home game that couldn't conceivably result
in a victory, however.

From Page 4B
sive end DeQuin Evans. 'The sometimes
scattered senior spent most of last year
relying mostly on instincts after transferring in from Los Angeles Harbor College.
Not anymore.
"The thing now is for him to know why
he's doing his assignment, to know where
everybody else is fitting in and make sure
he's still playing with a motor," Phillips
said.
If Evans needs a reminder. he need only
look at his coach. Though his new job
means new responsibilities — particularly
in dealing with the media and making
appearances throughout the state to pro-

mote the program — Phillips has been
inside the team's training complex as much
as ever.
He eats with his players whenever possible and bounds around the practice field
with the same energy that made him a
three-year letterman at wide receiver nearly' 30 years ago.
Phillips admits the key to his philosophy is telling his players they•re better
than they. actually are believing confidence
will breed more confidence.
It already appears to be working.
"He treats us all like champions, and we've
been training like champions." Evans said.
Even if Phillips doesn't sleep like one.

▪ Louisville
From Page 5B
In exchange, Strong is asking for a
almost complete. The landscape, however. heightened commitment from his players.
has changed dramatically.. Kragthorpe He has instituted five core values that he
walked out of a half-empty stadium in his has plastered across the football complex
final game last fall. Strong knows part of and inside their player manuals. The gist
his job is to bring the buzz back. putting is simple: be accountable for your actions.
people in seats in the process.
It's a notion the players have embraced.
It's a challenge the players welcome.
They didn't utter a peep when Strong ordered
Anderson opted for Louisville when the them to spend 10 days in a hotel togethCardinals were atop the Big East. The er during fall camp. viewing the idea as
hometown kid didn't imagine the Cardi- opportunity to build unity on a team that
nals would fall so far so fast. He doesn't will need to liave an "us against the world"
see any reason why they. can•t rise just as attitude.
quickly.
"We know what we're up against." said
"We know the kind of talent vs•e have." defensive end Greg Scruggs. "We know
he said. "And we know Coach Strong is what people expect of us. But our expecgoing to do everything he can. He just tations are higher and our goal is to exceed
wants you to worry about football."
them."
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CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS
SCHEDULE
DATE
8-20
8-27
9-3
9-10
9-17
9-24
10-1
10-8
10-22
10-29

(All times P.M.)
OPPONENT
TIME
CALDWELL CO.
7:30
MURRAY'
7:30
vs Greenwood@
5:00
MAYFIELD
7:30
at Heath
7-30
PAD TILGHMAN
7.30
at Hart Co
8:00
at Lone Oak^
7:30
at Hopkins Co. Cent.A7:30
at Graves Co.
7-30

' distnct game
- Crosstown Classic at Roy Stewart
Stadium
- Wildcat Chevrolet Bowl at Trigg
Co

2009 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
Lone Oak
Calloway Cc

Dia
2-0
1-1
0-2

All
14-1
4-7
3-8

GAME
CHANGERS:
FOUR MORE
PLAYERS
TO WATCH

Gabriel Martin
WR/LB
A natural emotional
leader who plays with
high energy. Martin will
be an anchor for
Calloway defensively.
where he will lead a
young corps of linebackers.

Garrett Schwetbnan
ll/P
Schwettman attended
several camps over the
summer. and is a
weapon for Calloway.
He is nearly automatic
on extra points anci
connected on a 39yard field goal last
year.

Rockhouse Creek Photography

The big name Division I prospects are gone from Calloway's program, at least for now, leaving the Lakers to start anew after a disappointing 2009 season which saw them go from district favorites in the preseason to cellar dwellers at the end. Sophomore Tyler
Greer brings a year of experience to the quarterback position and should have two talented receivers to throw to out of McKeel's
spread offense.

MicKeel: This is the year
of the unknown
With program's "faces" gone, Calloway looks to start anew
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
or the past two falls.
Calloway County has
had no shortage of
"faces." big personalities who came to
define the program.
Over the 2008 and
2009 seasons. the
Lakers sent quarterback Casey Brockman and offensive lineman Grant
Williams to Murray State. saw' talented yet frustrating Tyrrell Willis
commit to Louisville before settling
for junior college, and was home
to a flashy corps of receivers, all
of whom combined to take Calloway all the way to the Class 4A
semifinals in 2008.
This year. the closest head coat:h
Josh McKeel can come to a name
widely associated with his squad is
kicker Garrett Schwettman, and
Schwettman just happens to list soccer as his primary fall sport.
Welcome to the reboot, Calloway
County fans. And after the Lakers'
high hopes quickly' turned to disappointment in 2009, nothing is more
welcome to McKeel.
"This is kind of the year of
unknowns," says McKeel. the former Calloway standout who is entering his sixth season as head coach
at his alma mater.
"These were the kids who were

kind of in the background last year.
They' sat back and
watched, and hopefully learned from
it. I think the thing
we learned from last
year wasn't necessarily Xs and Os,
McKee!
but the decisions
and attitudes we need to have. It's
just a different squad this year."
Keaton Starks, one of the Lakers' few veterans and the team's
leading returning receiver, echoes
his coach.
"Last yea!, we had all the talent
in the world, but we didn't have
leadership." he said. "We weren't
really a team. just a bunch of individuals. ... For the most part, we've
left last season in the past. but we
think about it as a motivating thing."
In the past is a good place for
last year's 3-8 campaign that ended
with the Likers at the bottom of
the district. But despite heavy graduation losses, Calloway does return
more experience, especially on the
offensive line, than it would have
without the injuries that plagued the
squad. and frontline in particular. a
year ago.
Any' growing pains that could
complicate the youth movement.
however, won't be aided by' a schedule that includes two state runners-

up and a state champion. Callowa
also must line up across from one
of the top teams in Class 2A and
a defending regional champion from
6A.
Here, however. is where McKee! likes to introduce his squad's
rallying cry for the season: Why
not?
"Since I've started. it's been anyone, anywhere, anytime. bar none,"
he says. "Why not go win the big
one? Why not compete with the
best? Our young men are going to
go out and accept the challenge and
compete to the best of their ability."
After dabbling in several different offensive systems last year. but
ultimately' returning to the spread.
McKee! says he doesn't plan to
stray from his patented look this
season.
Incumbent quarterback Tyler Greer
returns with nearly a full season under
his belt, and has been fully engaged
with football during the offseason.
from meeting with McKee! regularly to "learn the game- to almost
daily throw-and-catch sessions with
Starks.
His increased comfortability with
leading as well as physical growth
in the offseason have Greer, a sophomore, poised to pick up where he
left off as one of the few bright

SCOUTING REPORT
Keaton Sta-rhs
WR/DB
Greer calls Starks,
Calloway's leading
returning receiver, his
favorite target. and
McKeel says the two
have an "understanding.- Starks will be
looked to for leadership, as well.

Michael Treadway
RB/DL
Treadway is perhaps
the most experienced
player at any position
on the Laker roster. as
a three-year starter on
the defensive line. He'll
also have to shoulder
some of the load at
running back.

Coach: Josh McKeel.
26-32 in five seasons at
Calloway
Last season: 3-8 overall,
0-2 in 4A District 1;
advanced to first round of
playoffs
Star in the making:
Shawn Thompson (senior
wide receiver/defensive
back)
Question marks:
Chiefly, how will a drsappointing 2009 campaign
affect this group of
Lakers. many of whom
played minor roles on
last year's team? Will
they use it as motivation.
or did it strike a blow to
their confidence? How
good can Tyler Greer be?
His 2009 stats weren't
earth-shattering, but the
freshman quarterback
exceeded expectations
atter being tossed into
the starting role in the
third game of the season? Will an increased
knowledge of the game
as well as physical maturity allow Greer to post

Brockman-esque numbers this time around?
How will McKeel and the
coaching staff measure
progress? Calloway's
schedule is foreboding,
and the win-loss record
could become discouraging even if the Lakers are
improving Can the
Lakers establish a running game after losing
Tyrrell Willis and Austin
Hargrove to graduation?
They'll need it to help
keep pressure off Greer.
Outlook: Whereas
Calloway entered last
season under the pressure of district title expectations, they can feel free
to fly under the radar this
year, with defending state
runner-up Lone Oak
wearing the favorite target. If the Lakers can win
more games than last
year, the season will be
viewed by many on the
outside as a success.
The schedule is not
favorable, especially for a
building team.

MLT

pholos

ABOVE: Keaton Starks
weaves his way through
Heath defenders. Starks
is Calloway's leading
returning receiver and
will be a leader in the secondary.
RIGHT: Josh
McKeel
instructs his team during
a time out.

spots tor the Lakers in 2009. He
threw for nearly 1.000 yards and completed 47 percent of his passes.
"One. he's stepping up and really taking ownership of the team,"
McKee! said. "That's hard for a
sophomore to do. Two, when he
came back from baseball. he was a
couple inches taller and l'ni saying. •Holy cow.' Just his ability to
make plays and move his feet better."
Greer should he plenty comfortable with his receivers, the top two
of which will consist of Starks, a
senior. and first-year player Shawn
Thompson, who has already assumed
a leadership role after joining up
from the basketball team.
Junior Josh Friedrich. who McKee! calls the fastest player on the
team. will also move to wideout
after seeing time at running back
last season.
"I feel really good about our
receivers." Greer says. "Keaton was
my favorite receiver last year, and
Shawn has stepped up and become
a leader. He'll start this year, and
everybody's already looking up to
him and following him."
The backfield is a bit more undeveloped, with last season's top two
rushers gone to graduation. McKee' says he may elect to lean more
See LAKERS,88
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MURRAY TIGERS
SCHEDULE
DATE
8-20
8-27
9-3
9-10
9-17
9-24
10-1
10-15
10-22
10-29

(All times P.M.)
OPPONENT
TIME
al Mxlexmle-19 Ilcplans 7 30
vs Calloway Co •
7 30
FULTON CITY
7 30
FULTON CO
7 30
BALLARD MEM
7 30
TRIGG CO •
7 30
at Reidland^
7.30
at Caldwell Co'
7 3o
HEATH'
7 30
at Crittenden Co
7 30

'- district game
• - Crosstown Classic at Roy Stewart
Stadium

2009 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
OW.
Murray
T,Igg Cr,
Heath
Caldwell Co
Reidland
?ek Photography

fter a disape Tyler
icKeel's

ar

Jones Photography

Murray lost a talented class of 2010 that included seven players who will be suiting up for colleges this fall. The Tigers have reloaded,
however, and will attempt to repeat as district champions behind a large and talented line and a powerful backfield.

Duncan: Tigers have

strong nucleus
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a jam-packed Ty
Holland Stadium,
and the last-second
heartbreak
that
ensued, had on the
Tigers has another
thing coming.
"After we lost to
By now. third-year Murray coach
(Fort Campbell) so
Duncan
Steve Duncan has made his team
bad my sophomore
well aware of Stone's words, invok- year. it didn't feel as bad," says
ing one of his favorite quotations rising senior Matt Deese. the Tigers'
often when talk of the Tigers' abil- leading returning rusher as well as
ity to compete for a Class 2A state a fixture at linebacker. "But the
championship swirls.
way we lost to them last year, it
Murray made its case as the No. just made it hurt that much worse,
2 team in 2A last season, though and it left us hungry to get a state
it didn't advance beyond the region- championship this year."
al championship. or quarterfinal
When Robert Olive, rising senround. The Tigers marched through ior two-way lineman. is asked if
their first 12 games undefeated. then he has any particular date or oppogave three-time state champion Fort nent circled on his calendar this
Campbell its toughest test of the fall, he doesn't mention crosstown
season before falling by a touch- rival Calloway County or district
down.
foes Trigg County or Caldwell CounBut Duncan doesn't just prefer ty. Instead. an adversary not even
not to talk about last year. He wants on the Tigers' schedule rises alxwe
it out of his team's minds. tem- the rest.
porarily erased from memories. The
"Fort Campbell." he says. "I•m
focus, he says. is 100 percent on ready for that."
Murray's Aug. 20 opponent, Madisonville-North Hopkins.
While Duncan wants his team
But anyone who discounts the to believe in its ability to wield
effect that magical November night the 2A hardware, he also wants to
at

temper expectations.
The Tigers lost a talented senior class and should face stronger
opposition from within their own
district this year. especially from a
more mature and always athletic
Trigg squad.
In fact, Duncan lifts Trigg and
Caldwell up as favorites in the district, saying his squad falls in somewhere around No. 3.
But the coach won't find many
who agree with his assessment. The
Tigers will be a top 10 preseason
pick in Class 2A, if not higher,
thanks to a returning nucleus of
size and strength which should be
able to help Murray reload.
"We think we've got a good
nucleus." Duncan says. "Last year,
we were able to shift guys in and
out because we had depth. and that's
what we're counting on developing
this year. these younger guys getting bigger and stronger and contributing."
While the power rushing attack
will still be Murray's bread-andbutter, the Tigers may field a more
diversified offense, Duncan says.
Junior Kendall Deese will take
over the quarterback position in a
more full-time role after splitting time
with rising senior Christian Dun-

can last year. Christian, Steve's son.
will move to the backfield and play
receiver, while remaining available
to spell Kendall when necessary.
Steve Duncan saws he•Il be more
comfortable in tuming to the passing game this fall, thanks to Kendall's
development in the offseason. but
where diversification could come is
with the option.
The Tigers practice the throwback scheme on a regular basis,
and with Kendall's athleticism, it
could be highly productive if run
with confidence.
Matt Deese would appear to be
Murray's top option out of the backfield after finishing an injury-riddled 2009 season just shy of 1,000
yards rushing with an eye-popping
average of 9.7 yards per carry.
The Tigers' wishbone. however.
is a spread-the-wealth rushing attack,
and will also feature Christian Duncan as well as senior Shickill Davis.
junior Bob Fields and senior Robbie Jones. a former lineman who
will try his hand at fullback.
Perhaps Murray's greatest offensive losses came at receiver. where
top targets Jarvae Langford and
Devon Smith graduated. The new

-'7,.::

Deese appears to have
secured the full-time
nod at QB after splitting
time last year. Already
plenty athletic. Deese
added some size and
arm strength in the offseason.

Matt Deese
RB/LB
Had it not been for a
broken hand, Matt
Deese would have
been a 1,000-yard
rushei last season. He
was also the team's
third-leading tackler. As
a senior. he'll be a
leader on coin sides of
the ball.

•See TIGERS,88

SCOUTING REPORT
Coach: Steve Duncan.
20-5 in two seasons at
Murray
Last season: 12-1 overall: 4-0 in 2A District 1;
advanced to state quarterfinals
Star in the making:
Rodney Skinner (junior
offensive lineman/defensive lineman)
Question marks: Exactly
how good can the Tigers
be? They'll miss 1,000yard rusher and leading
tackler Brandon Wicks.
as well as special teams
stalwarts Jordan Benton
and Jeremy Curd. but
Murray returns a big
offensive line. athletic
secondary and powerful
running backs, the chtef
ingredients of success for
a coach with Duncan's
smashmouth philosophy
With Fort Campbell
debuting a less experienced squad than past
years. is this the year the
Tigers (or one of their
district toes) can play
their way into the state

semifinals? Is Duncan
senous when he talks
about diversi`ying
Murray's offense? On the
one hand, if it isn't broke,
don't fix it. On the other,
if Deese can become a
threat to throw at any
time or if the Tigers can
establish an option
game, defenses wouldn't
know where to begin to
defend the Tigers. Will a
defense whose graduation losses are slightly
larger be able to pick up
where it left off? The
Tigers allowed Just six
points over four district
games last year. a dominant performance.
Outlook: Though
Duncan doesn't want
expectations to soar, the
sky appears to be the
limit for this bunch. At the
same time. the district
may be better than it has
been from top to bottom
since realignment. Tngg
and Caldwell are worthy
challengers to Murray's
crown.

Christian Duncan
QB/RB/WR/DB
Duncan will be a iack
of all trades cn offense,
but on defense is
where he shines even
brighter as the team's
leading returning tackler. His innate leadership qualities and gritty
work ethic will power
the Tigers.
Joh,
—

NALT •
ABOVE:
Chriscan
Duncan gets to the outside on a
Reidland
defender. Duncan was
Murray's second-leading
tackler last season and
will be a jack-of-all-trades
on offense.
RIGHT: Steve Duncan
(foreground) is flanked by
assistants Scott Turner
(left) and Randy Taylor.

AA
12-1
7-5
4-7
4-7
4-6

GAME
CHANGERS:
FOUR MORE
PLAYERS
TO WATCH

Kendall Deese
QB/DB

Returning strength at OL,RB fuel Murray's state title hopes
By TOMMY DILIARD
Sports Editor
{Unilever the mind of
man can conceive and
believe.
it
can
achieve."
W Clement Stone

4-0
3.1
2-2
1.3
0-4

Garrett Wright
OUDL
Wnght and Anthony
Banderas Join Robert
Olive to form an imposing frontline that will
pave the way for the
Tigers' power rustling
attack.
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MURRAY STATE RACERS
GAME
CHANGERS:
FIVE MORE
PLAYERS
TO WATCH
Daniel Ard
WR
The converted basketball
player is one of Murray State's
biggest receiving threats sizewise, and like Robertson,
could be poised for a breakout
year. Ard, a Benton native,
has a strong local following.
His brother, Justin, was an AllOVC performer for the Racers
in 2004.

Jeff Ehrhardt
QB
The former Ohio Valley
Conference Freshman of the
Year is a senior this year, and
he'll try to make up for two
injury-marred seasons as a
sophomore and junior. An
organizational communication
major, Ehrhardt got married
this summer. He is the only
player in Murray State history
to pass for more than 300
yards and rush for more than
100 --- he did it against
Tennessee State as a freshman.

photo courtesy of Lance Allison
Murray State will look to escape the Ohio Valley Conference cellar in 2010 under first-year coach
Chris Hatcher. but it won't be easy. The Racers were picked last in the conference preseason poll.

Hatcher's here,
wants to win now
First-year coach has great expectations as he
begins rebuilding project with Racers

Patrick Robertson
WR
One could make the argument that Robertson was
underutilized last year. He
appeared in all 11 games but
had just 19 catches for 173
yards and one touchdown.
One of Murray State's biggest
playmaking threats in the
open field, Robertson, a junior, could be primed for a
breakout season. He is an
advertising major from
Carrollton, Texas.

13y TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
our-year plans and
the like may be great
for some coaches
charged with rebuilddowntrodden
ing
football programs,
but they just aren't
Chris Hatcher's style.
The first-year Murray State head
coach wants to win now.
In the same breath in which
Hatcher talks about how his team
has limited depth and a lack of
talented skill players to fill out the
special teams. he also mentions one
of his less desirable personal characteristics — impatience.
"We have the win-now'. no-excuses philosophy," says the man charged
with replacing Matt Griffin, who
was tired prior to the 2009 sea-

son-finale after going 11-33 in three
years at the helm.
"If you have a long-temi plan,
you better have a short-term plan
that ensures you get to see your
long-tenn plan. We've got a vision
of what we want this place to kx)k
like in five years, but we also have
a big sense of urgency' to win now."
Unfortunately for Hatcher. the rest
of the Ohio Valley Conference doesn't have much confidence at all in
the Racers' ability to win this season.
Murray State was picked ninth
out of nine teams in the conference in the preseason poll. and
Hatcher himself speaks of a massive rebuilding project.
But the former Georgia Southern coach is also trying to instill
within his new club a winning attitude, something. he says requires a

Watch for
local live game
coverage
coming soon!

culture change.
"All we talk about is winning...
says senior quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt.
who canned the starting nod from
Hatcher over sophomore Casey.'
Brockman earlier this week. "We
don't talk about cotnpeting with
teams or things like that anymore
We just talk about winning."
Ehrhardt. a senior. gamed OV(
Freshman of the Year honors after
a breakout 2007 season, but his
career has been marred by injury
since. He started three games a
year ago before an injury ended
his season.
Brockman. the backup. started
the final three games. and carried
Murray State to a 27-17 victory
over Austin Peay in his first start.
In Hatcher's new high-octane
•See RACERS. 98

lama! Crook
DE
As the leader of the defensive line, Crook is the heir
apparent to Austen Lane. He
made 10 starts last season
and registered 42 tackles. A
native of Tampa, Fla.. he is a
health and physical education
major.

Zacli Kutch
LB
Kutch missed three games
due to injury last year, but
had back-to-back double-digit
tackle outings against two of
the Racers' tougher opponents — North Carolina State
and Missouri State. He
ranked third on the team in
tackles as a freshman (2007).
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• 12,000 miles per year
e $2500 Total Due at signing
(Includes 1st Payment)

• Tier 1 Plus Credit

LIVE BROADCAST:
Friday, August 20th — 7:30 p.m.
Calloway Co. Lakers vs. Caldwell Co.
The MHS vs. CCHS match will be tape delayed.
Replay times will be announced at a later date.

•With approved credit dim Toyota Financial Services Tier I plus. Tax and tag extra.
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